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Transcript Of Beyonce's 'Lemonade' Because The Words
Are Just As Important As The Music

3 days ago Entertainment
Remember how confused you felt after seeing the trailer for Lemonade? Well, if you watched Beyoncé's
visual album on HBO, which combined film, art, and some incredible new songs, it may have left you just
as perplexed. From diving off buildings to cheating allegations to wedding photos, the visuals, along with
the poetic music, were topnotch. It left fans feeling #blessed, but also with tons of unanswered
questions. Is Lemonade all about Jay Z? Is it about Beyoncé's parents? Did Jay Z cheat on her? Is
everything OK? But perhaps the most powerful element to the album was Beyoncé's speaking parts
throughout the songs and chapters, which features poetry by Warsan Shire, a SomaliBritish poet. More
often than not, the words in Lemonade were eerie. What does it all mean?
Beyoncé speaks slowly and distinctly against quiet backgrounds with crickets in the distance. "Anger"

ends with the words "Why can't you see me? Everyone else can," while "Apathy" begins with, "So what
are you gonna say at my funeral, now that you've killed me?" In the middle of "Resurrection," she says,
"Why are you afraid of love? You think it's not possible for someone like you. But you are the love of my
life." Deep stuff, am I right?
So what else did Beyoncé say in Lemonade? Here it is, broken down by title:

"Intuition"
I tried to make a home out of you, but doors lead to trap doors, a stairway leads to nothing. Unknown
women wander the hallways at night. Where do you go when you go quiet?
You remind me of my father, a magician ... able to exist in two places at once. In the tradition of men
in my blood, you come home at 3 a.m. and lie to me. What are you hiding?
The past and the future merge to meet us here. What luck. What a f*cking curse.

"Denial"
I tried to change. Closed my mouth more, tried to be softer, prettier, less awake. Fasted for 60 days,
wore white, abstained from mirrors, abstained from sex, slowly did not speak another word. In that
time, my hair, I grew past my ankles. I slept on a mat on the floor. I swallowed a sword. I levitated.
Went to the basement, confessed my sins, and was baptized in a river. I got on my knees and said
'amen' and said 'I mean.'
I whipped my own back and asked for dominion at your feet. I threw myself into a volcano. I drank the
blood and drank the wine. I sat alone and begged and bent at the waist for God. I crossed myself and
thought I saw the devil. I grew thickened skin on my feet, I bathed in bleach, and plugged my menses
with pages from the holy book, but still inside me, coiled deep, was the need to know ... Are you
cheating on me?
Cheating? Are you cheating on me?

"Anger"
If it's what you truly want ... I can wear her skin over mine. Her hair over mine. Her hands as gloves.
Her teeth as confetti. Her scalp, a cap. Her sternum, my bedazzled cane. We can pose for a
photograph, all three of us. Immortalized ... you and your perfect girl.
I don't know when love became elusive. What I know is, no one I know has it. My father's arms
around my mother's neck, fruit too ripe to eat. I think of lovers as trees ... growing to and from one

another. Searching for the same light.
Why can't you see me? Why can't you see me? Why can't you see me? Everyone else can.

"Apathy"
So what are you gonna say at my funeral, now that you've killed me? Here lies the body of the love of
my life, whose heart I broke without a gun to my head. Here lies the mother of my children, both living
and dead. Rest in peace, my true love, who I took for granted. Most bomb p*ssy who, because of me,
sleep evaded. Her god listening. Her heaven will be a love without betrayal. Ashes to ashes, dust to
side chicks.

"Emptiness"
She sleeps all day. Dreams of you in both worlds. Tills the blood, in and out of uterus. Wakes up
smelling of zinc, grief sedated by orgasm, orgasm heightened by grief. God was in the room when the
man said to the woman, "I love you so much. Wrap your legs around me. Pull me in, pull me in, pull
me in." Sometimes when he'd have her nipple in his mouth, she'd whisper, "Oh, my God." That, too, is
a form of worship.
Her hips grind, pestle and mortar, cinnamon and cloves. Whenever he pulls out ... loss. Dear moon,
we blame you for floods ... for the flush of blood ... for men who are also wolves. We blame for the
night for the dark, for the ghosts.

"Loss"
Every fear ... every nightmare ... anyone has ever had.

"Accountability"
You find the black tube inside her beauty case where she keeps your father's old prison letters. You
desperately want to look like her. You look nothing like your mother. You look everything like your
mother. Film star beauty. How to wear your mother's lipstick. You go to the bathroom to apply your
mother's lipstick. Somewhere no one can find you.
You must wear it like she wears disappointment on her face. Your mother is a woman and women like
her cannot be contained. Mother dearest, let me inherit the earth. Teach me how to make him beg.
Let me make up for the years he made you wait. Did he bend your reflection? Did he make you forget
your own name? Did he convince you he was a god? Did you get on your knees daily? Do his eyes
close like doors? Are you a slave to the back of his head?

Am I talking about your husband or your father?

"Reformation"
He bathes me until I forget their names and faces. I ask him to look me in the eye when I come home.
Why do you deny yourself heaven? Why do you consider yourself undeserving? Why are you afraid
of love? You think it's not possible for someone like you. But you are the love of my life. You are the
love of my life. You are the love of my life.

"Forgiveness"
Baptize me ... now that reconciliation is possible. If we're gonna heal, let it be glorious. 1,000 girls
raise their arms. Do you remember being born? Are you thankful for the hips that cracked? The deep
velvet of your mother and her mother and her mother? There is a curse that will be broken.

"Resurrection"
Something is missing. So many young women, they tell you, "I want me a hu — see, all them make
me feel better than you." So how we supposed to lead our children to the future? What do we do?
How do we lead them? Love. LOVE, love. Mmmmmmmm. Hallelujah. Thank you, Jesus. I just
love the Lord, I'm sorry, brother. I love the Lord. That's all I got.
When your back gets against the wall and your wall against your back, who you call? Hey! Who you
call? Who you call? You gotta call Him. You gotta call Jesus. You gotta call Him. You gotta call Him
'cause you ain't got another hope.
You are terrifying ... and strange and beautiful.
Magic.

"Hope"
The nail technician pushed my cuticles back ... turns my hand over, stretches the skin on my palm
and says, "I see your daughters and their daughters." That night in a dream, the first girl emerges
from a slit in my stomach. The scar heals into a smile. The man I love pulls the stitches out with his
fingernails. We leave black sutures curling on the side of the bath.
I wake as the second girl crawls headfirst up my throat, a flower blossoming out of the hole in my
face.

If You Ain’t Got In"Formation"  BGD
by Tiffany Lee
Last Saturday afternoon, Beyoncé dropped the video for “Formation.” Ever since then I have seen non
Black people casually dismissing the video on social media.
If all you saw was Beyoncé in the middle of overturned houses ‘wading in the water’ and your reaction
was, “oh my god, how could she capitalize on Katrina? How tasteless!” then this video was not made for
you. That means you are also probably someone who had to Urbandictionary.com “Bama”, thought
“bitch” only had one meaning, and got confused by Beyoncé’s use of “babyhair” twice in the same
sentence. That also probably means you are someone who doesn’t, and shouldn’t be, using the term
Negro, because this is the first time you heard the word “slay” in a sense that ain’t got shit to do with any
type of dragons.
The brilliance of “Formation” is that it boiled down and stewed Black life, art, and culture into an epic 5
minute music video. “Formation” isn’t about Beyoncé or even about her constant conflation of capitalistic
success with feminist liberation. This video is about how Black folks have learned how to sing songs, kiss
babies, yell for joy, make love, and recite poems all while holding a mouth full of our dead.
Within the first 45 seconds of “Formation” I thought about that Ntozake Shange line when Indigo laughs
out loud because her mama chastises her for having “too much South in her.” As the video progressed, I
found myself rubbing the back of my thighs because it had me thinking ‘bout sticky summers on my
grandma’s plastic covered couch and my mama’s knees on my cheek when she greased my scalp.

BGD accepts writing and video from queer and trans people of color! SUBMIT your
work.
I clapped out loud when I saw a man use bulletproof bodega glass as a backdrop for his stage and my
womb stretched out of my body in fear and joy as I watched that little Black boy dance in front of a line of
cops. It reminded of the time that I threw Toni Morrison’s Beloved across the room right after the dead
baby showed back up on her mother’s porch.
After the first time Beyoncé said “if he fuck me good imma take his ass to Red Lobster”, I dropped out of
my seat because it cut to that epic Black older aunty side eye. Then I couldn’t get up off the floor
because Beyoncé just keeps saying it again. I’m all too familiar with that same shade that happens at
Black family functions every day.
Many of us who watched this video over and over and thought about all them water references and how
it connected to the mermaid colored hair on the girls in the weave shop. We’re the people who, when we

think of New Orleans, we don’t just think about the levees. We remember the flood of people who moved
down to New Orleans after the storm, buying up all our people’s houses when they couldn’t afford to fix
them.
If these aren’t your experiences, references or reactions, that’s okay. And if this video didn’t give you life,
that’s okay too. But if these aren’t your experiences and you’re out here saying any variation of “this
video makes no sense/is dumb/kinda scary,” “she’s not even singing,” “Beyoncé fans are stupid,” “what’s
she even saying?” or anything that has anything to do with a politics of respectability, then you need to
stop.
We know that Beyoncé isn’t necessarily our Black Feminist Hero – there are way too many activists and
folk who are out there fighting, supporting, and holding together Black communities for us to be under
the simplistic illusion that Beyoncé does all of that for us. And I look forward to all the juicy Black folk
critiques – because nothing is Blacker than reading and being read.
But just please don’t be out here casually dismissing the video just because you ain’t got in“Formation.”

Dear Beyoncé, Katrina is Not Your Story  BGD
Yesterday, a friend of mine watched your new music video “Formation.” He—a card carrying member of
the BeyHive—was so excited that the video was set in New Orleans, that he shot me a text: “Watch now!
My queen is killing it in your hometown!!!”
So, of course, I clicked. What kind of Beyoncé fan would I be if I didn’t?
You started out the video with a parental advisory for explicit language. And I was like, “Whatever, I’m
grown.” Two seconds later, I had to pause the video. I was not grown, I was thirteen again. I had just lost
my brother, my home, and my city. I was reliving my trauma.
Beyoncé, what you really needed at the beginning of “Formation” was a trigger warning for all of your
fans who survived Hurricane Katrina. None of us were ready to see you crouched down on an NOPD
squad car in the middle of a flooded New Orleans, with the voice of deceased New Orleans bounce
rapper, Messy Mya narrating the eerie scene.
With that opening image, I was reminded of my “PostKatrina Stress Disorder,” a condition akin to PTSD
that many of us who lived through Katrina (and the aftermath) experience when it’s brought up
nonchalantly in conversation. Of course, I told my friend this. He immediately texted me back: “Oh sorry I
didn’t mean to trigger, I was just hype about Blue Ivy. You subtly just taught me a lesson in being more
sensitive. I was so excited Bey was in your home I didn’t actually think about the way in which it was
being portrayed.”
Bey, I hear you trying to unapologetically assert your Southern Blackness when you sing, “My daddy
Alabama, momma Louisiana. You mix that Negro with that Creole make a Texas bamma.” I’m here for it.
I can support that, even though you do not acknowledge the complicated, and often divisive, nature of
colorism inherent in Creole identity politics. But, showing Hurricane Katrina inspired images and inserting
yourself into the storm narrative is just as insensitive as using Katrina’s aftermath as a conversation
starter when you meet a New Orleanian. Our trauma is not an accessory to put on when you decide to
openly claim your Louisiana heritage.

BGD accepts writing and video from queer and trans people of color! SUBMIT your
work.
Dear Beyoncé, I have to be real with you: Katrina is not your story. You were not there. You were not
watching the murky waters submerge your city. That trauma is not yours to appropriate or perform.
Queen B, I see you using your superstar platform to visually promote a specifically Southern, proBlack
aesthetic. I hear you loving your baby’s natural hair and your husband’s wide nose. I, too, love the

perfect pairing that is collard greens and cornbread. Regal Mardi Gras Indians and fire high school
marching bands were a part of my childhood. And, yeah, I know good and well why you have hot sauce
in your purse; I hope it’s Tabasco.
I see you calling out militarization of the police in Black communities. I see you and your dancers
employing the militant Blacknationalist look of the Black Panther Party at the Super Bowl 50 halftime
show. I see you, paying tribute to Michael Jackson’s Super Bowl XXVII performance through your outfit.
Let’s not forget to mention the influence of Janet Jackson in your “Rhythm Nation”esque choreography.
So, I can also see how you might be embracing Hurricane Katrina imagery as the backdrop for your
video in an effort to remind those who worship at the Church of Beyoncé of the historical and continual
disregard for Black life in the United States of ‘Murrikkkah. You might not be saying it out loud like 2005
Kanye West, but I see you trying to show it: That you are proudly Black and that indeed Black Lives
Matter.
And Hurricane Katrina is representative of the generalized marginalization and dehumanization
experienced by AfricanAmericans nationwide. That is a story we can share – from police brutality to
issues of environmental justice – that is water we can wade in together. With your international
recognition and bourgeois status you are in a position to advocate for our communities – from New
Orleans to Ferguson, from Flint to Baltimore.
But, Beyoncé, I wish that there was a correlation between the visuals you depict in “Formation” and the
lyrics of the song. I wish that in resurrecting these images of Black pain that you had said something
about them. It is not enough to put flooded houses on screen nor to drown yourself in the water. It is not
enough to show a young boy in a hoodie able to make stoic police officers put their hands up in
surrender by the force of his dancing and unadulterated existence as a child. As powerful and proBlack
as this song and accompanying video are, no matter how much catchy Carefree Black Girl Magic is
flowing from it, “Formation” is not the protest song or BLM movement anthem some people want to
claim it is. No one would identify the song as such just by listening to it.
In all honesty, you’ve let the Internet interpreters do all the hard work for you. It seems like déjà vu of
“Flawless” and the discussion surrounding your status as a feminist. It’s one thing to borrow and build
upon Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s powerful words. It’s another to take a story of suffering that is not
yours and copy and paste it into your music video. You’ve constructed a market for selfaffirming feminist
music based on another feminist, but using New Orleans Katrinascape as a backdrop for your proBlack
anthem is not encouraging—it’s inconsiderate. In the end, it feels forced, calculated and falls flat.
This could have all been different, Beyoncé. The disconnect between what is being said in “Formation”
and what is being shown cannot be ignored. You inspire while you slay, but know that all of the glorious
Blackness in this video is really just a film reel for a sound bite espousing Western capitalist ideology with
lines like, “Earned all this money but they never take the country out me.” Even in showing me how down
with the struggle you might be, you are still dredging up images of Black suffering without forewarning an

audience that continues to be marginalized in both their city and country or following through by critically
engaging with those images. Your anthem doesn’t match your outfit. You might get me to turn up at a
party, but you’ll only find me in formation when your words and actions line up.

Feminists Everywhere React To Beyonce's Latest
4:49Queue

The audience at Beyonce's Dec. 3 performance at the Staples Center in Los Angeles.
Larry Busacca/PW/WireImage for Parkwood Entertainment
617,000. That's how many copies of her selftitled album Beyonce sold in three days last week, after she
dropped it without warning. As fans and critics have dug in, debates about the messages and images
within it are roiling. Is Beyonce, the sexy pop goddess who has performed at two inaugurations, also this
generation's highestprofile feminist? I spoke to six people who identify as feminists — all of whom feel
differently about Beyonce — to find out how a pop album no one was ready for is capping off a year of
think pieces and Twitter skirmishes.
The night Beyonce unleashed her new songs and videos, filmmaker Tanya Steele watched her Twitter
account explode. "When I saw black feminists on Twitter just going crazy, I thought, 'Wow, she must
really have done something!' "
So Steele downloaded what her colleagues were calling Beyonce's Feminist Manifesto. "I saw her in
pornographic poses," she says. "I couldn't understand what black feminists were looking at." She says
for her it was just another tired example of a woman performing for men.
"We don't often see women in bodysuits writhing around on cars except when — I don't know, it's Maxim

magazine, so it does feel like a performance for the benefit of men," says Anna Holmes, who founded
the women's website Jezebel.
But for professor Brittney Cooper, who studies black feminism, Beyonce's videos aren't degrading.
Instead, the singer is empowering women of color. "I think it's risque," Cooper says, "but I think she's
asking us to think about what it means for black women to be sexual on our own terms."
Writer Samhita Mukhopadhyay agrees. "The album made us feel really sexy, and that's powerful. That
means something," she says. "Whereas the rest of popular culture may not have that impact on us as
young women of color."
And the reactions to Beyonce are revealing a generational divide between feminists. "For women who
are in their 20s and early 30s," says Holmes, "her performance of her sexuality does not feel as kind of
icky as it might to someone who's a little bit older and, dare I say, a little bit more conservative, like me."
Over her 15year career, Beyonce has meshed conventionally sexy imagery with anthems of female
empowerment. On a song called "Flawless," from her new album, she makes her thinking about
feminism more explicit by sampling a TED Talk given by Nigerian author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.
"I am so excited that millions and millions of people around the world are gonna hear a TED Talk that is
entitled 'We Should All Be Feminists,' " says Kim Gandy, who has been involved in feminist politics since
the '70s and was the president of NOW from 20012009. "And they're gonna hear that coming from
someone they love and trust: Beyonce."
For Mukhopadhyay, that's why activists like her were excited by this moment. "The majority of women
that need feminism listen to Beyonce," she says. "They don't take women's studies classes."
In the age of social media, Beyonce's conception of feminism reverberated past graduate seminars and
through Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, group texts and Gchats. The arguments have been quick, cutting
and personal.
Tanya Steele wrote an essay for IndieWire, and she found herself in the thick of it. "Now there are these
women coming into the conversation who have never read anything about feminism! And they will argue
you down," she says. "So I have to take a deep breath and walk them through to, perhaps, a different
way of thinking about the images. Cause they're like, 'Beyonce — she's a grown woman. She has a
husband. She can do what she wants with her body.' And so it's walking them back from that. And it
requires work. It requires a lot of work."
And then, by Wednesday, the Internet had had enough. #beyoncethinkpieces began trending — a
running satire of how much one could conceivably read into an album that's less than a week old.
But critic Alyssa Rosenberg says the conversation around Beyonce matters. "It makes me feel like

feminist culture is a rich place right now, even if it's a contentious one."
At the end of a year in which Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg released Lean In, her rallying cry for
women's progress at work; Miley Cyrus and Diane Martel provoked everybody; another hashtag,
#solidarityisforwhitewomen, was born; and British singer Lily Allen put her foot in it, Beyonce's album has
reignited conversations about the boundaries of feminism today.
"Lean In and Beyonce are exciting, not because they push feminism into popular culture but because
they push feminism and feminists themselves," says Rosenberg.
Correction

Dec. 19, 2013
A previous Web version of this story incorrectly identified Sheryl Sandberg as CEO of Facebook.
Sandberg is the COO.

The Sisters Are Alright:
Changing the Broken Narrative of Black Women in America
By Tamara L. Winfrey-Harris
Guide created by Tamara Winfrey-Harris and Constance Winfrey
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
The Trouble with Black Women
 How do you judge the impact of stereotypes on black women? Do you think any
stereotypes are positive or affirming?
 To what extent do you agree with the overall perception of black women described in
this chapter? What personal experiences have shaped your views?
 What affects decisions you make about your personal style—hairstyles, dress, etc.? Do
you feel your race confines or frees you?
Beauty
 What makes you feel most beautiful? Do you think this is the same for women of other
races?
 Have you ever remarked positively on very, dark skin, very kinky hair or exceptionally
broad features? Why or why not? Do you think your vision of beauty is influenced by
Eurocentric standards?
 If you are a black woman, do you wear your hair straightened or with kinks and curls?
What influences your decision?
 Do you think women of all races are equally influenced by the American beauty industry
and shifting standards?
Sex





“I would love to see more women feel free to think beyond this sense of sex as
obligation or a chore or something we give away or something we do to keep men, but
instead to think of sex and personal satisfaction.”
How do you view sexual freedom?
As a young girl growing up, what messages about respectability did you receive?
Do you think that high-profile, black female celebrities who are aggressively sexual in
their performances, negatively affect other black women?

Marriage
 “How can a black woman find someone to love her just as she is if she is constantly
encouraged to be someone else—to execute some rote and reductive performance to
appeal to the allegedly universal needs of the opposite sex?”


What are your thoughts?
Is marriage necessary for women today?



Are you married? Do you want to be? Why or why not? Can you legally marry your
preferred partner where you live?

Motherhood
 More than 72 percent of black children are born outside of marriage. How do you think
this affects black women?
 Most children born to women under 30 (of any race) are born outside of marriage. Do
you think there is exceptional attention paid to single, black women?
 What do you think makes a good mother?
Anger
 If you are a black woman, does the Sapphire myth hinder your reaction in potentially
anger-inducing situations?
 Do black women as a whole have justifiable reasons to be angry? If so, what are they?
Strength
 Do you think the myth of unique strength has a primarily positive or negative effect on
black women?
 Would you describe yourself as “strong?” How do you think your strength impacts how
people relate to you?
 How do you take care of yourself—physically and mentally?
Health
 A 2012 study revealed that although black women, as a group, are heavier than white
women, black women have “appreciably higher self-esteem.” What do you think
explains this disparity?
 Do you consider it positive that women who may have physical challenges related to
overweight still can feel good about themselves?
 If you were struggling with depression or a mental illness, would you feel comfortable
seeking a professional’s help and/or taking medication? If not, why not?
The Sisters Are Alright
 If you are a black woman, do you consider yourself alright? Why or why not?
 How can black women encourage younger generations to be alright?
READING LIST
Learn more about black women, their history, and black feminist thought by reading these
works:






Ain’t I A Woman: Black Woman and Feminism by bell hooks
Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment
by Patricia Hill Collins
Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman by Michelle Wallace
The Black Woman: An Anthology by Toni Cade Bambara and Eleanor W Traylor
Black Women in White America: A Documentary History by Gerda Lerner
















Bulletproof Diva by Lisa Jones
Black Feminist Politics from Kennedy to Obama by Duchess Harris
The Cohambee River Collective Statement by The Cohambee River Collective
Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology by Barbara Smith
In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens: Prose by Alice Walker
Mad at Miles: A Black Woman's Guide to Truth by Pearl Cleage
Sister Citizen by Melissa Harris-Perry
Sister Outsider by Audre Lorde
This Bridge Called My Back, Fourth Edition: Writings by Radical Women of Color by
Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa
When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America by
Paula J. Giddings
We Specialize in the Wholly Impossible: A Reader in Black Women's History by Darlene
Hine (Editor), Wilma King (Editor), Linda Reed (Editor)
When Chickenheads Come Home to Roost: A Hip-Hop Feminist Breaks It Down by
Joan Morgan
Women, Race and Class by Angela Y. Davis
Words of Fire: Anthology of African-American Feminist Thought by Beverly Guy-Sheftall

Tamara Winfrey Harris specializes in the intersection of race and gender with current events,
politics and pop culture. Her work has appeared in The Chicago Sun-Times, In These Times,
Ms. and Bitch magazines and online at The American Prospect, Salon, The Guardian,
Newsweek/Daily Beast, Jane Pratt’s XO Jane, The Huffington Post, Psychology Today,
Change.org and Clutch magazine. She has been called to address women’s issues in major
media outlets, such as NPR’s “Weekend Edition.”

Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc., July 2015, $15.95, paperback, 168 pages, 6” x 9”, ISBN 9781-62656-351-3
Current affairs

The Sisters Are Alright: Changing the Broken Narrative of
Black Women in America
In The Sisters Are Alright: Changing the Broken Narrative of Black Women in America , Tamara Winfrey
Harris sets out to recalibrate the way we talk about African American women in the United States.
Weaving together personal recollection, cultural analysis, and interviews with African American women
from diverse backgrounds and with a wide array of life experiences, The Sisters Are Alright makes a
compelling case that the white mania for diagnosing the supposed ills of the black family—a fixation
shared by liberals and conservatives—misses the point and dehumanizes black women. While Winfrey
Harris could develop some of her ideas in greater detail, and while she might rely a little less on
examples from popular culture, The Sisters Are Alright nevertheless succeeds at impressing upon its
reader the richness and diversity of black women’s experiences, challenging readers to rethink some of
our most deeply held assumptions about identity. A vital, necessary book, it adds an important note to
the conversation the United States is having about race and gender.
In her preface, Winfrey Harris lays out her rationale for writing the book:
My idea for a book was born out of the demeaning and tiresome nattering about the “black marriage
crisis”—a panic that seemed to reach a peak a few years ago with endless magazine articles, TV
specials, and books devoted to what black women might be doing wrong to so often remain unchosen.
In researching that issue, I realized that the shaming directed at single black women is part of something
much, much bigger—a broader belief in our inherent wrongness that we don’t deserve.
Winfrey Harris spends the rest of the book connecting the socalled “black marriage crisis” to the
historical stereotypes that have been applied to African American women: from caricatures of slave
women as either beasts of burden or lascivious jezebels, to caricatures of black mammies that existed
before and after Emancipation, to modern stereotypes of the “angry black woman,” the “welfare queen,”
or (again) the black jezebel. The critique demonstrates how black women have consistently been
pathologized—and silenced—throughout American history. Of her interview subjects Winfrey Harris
writes, “These women cannot represent all black women. But that is also the point. Black women’s lives
are diverse. The diminishing mainstream portrait of black womanhood cannot contain its multitudes.”
The book challenges its reader to rethink what might have shaped his or her understanding of what it
means to be a black woman in America.
In one of the book’s most eloquent chapters, Winfrey Harris takes issue with the scrutiny Michelle
Obama faced from white feminists when she avowed that her primary responsibility as First Lady would
be to raise her children. In recasting Michelle Obama’s dedication to her family as a revolutionary act,
Winfrey Harris underscores the point that context—history—means everything:

Except Michelle LaVaugn Robinson Obama, from the South Side of Chicago, ain’t Laura Bush. Or even
Hillary Clinton. Michelle Obama is a black woman. And her ability to prioritize motherhood—much less
be the symbol of motherhood for a nation—is revolutionary.
We live in a nation founded—in part—on the rape and degradation of black women, a nation whose
economy was based on the practice of slavery, which entailed destroying black families, and a nation in
which white wealth continues to be based in part on the segregation of black bodies. Americans should
appreciate Michelle Obama’s decision to be “mominchief” in this context, argues Winfrey Harris.
Elsewhere in the book, she discusses the way Michelle Obama’s body has been scrutinized and notes
the undue attention the press has paid to the First Lady’s biceps. All manner of cultural detritus—from
The New York Times to Real Housewives of Atlanta—informs Winfrey Harris’s argument, and what’s
distressing is how consistent cultural stereotypes remain across media outlets we might otherwise
expect to differ, and throughout American history. What’s also distressing is how even seemingly positive
stereotypes diminish black women: “Lisa Patton, fifty, says, ‘When people perceive you as the strong
black woman, they don’t think of you as being a complete human being. They think that you don’t have
vulnerabilities, that you don’t hurt, you just kind of soldier on.’”
One of Winfrey Harris’s real achievements lies in the way she defines the term revolutionary, a word we
often associate with militancy, and therefore with men. Winfrey Harris’s passages on Nikki Minaj
demonstrate how a woman can use a popular art form as an act of radical selfdefinition—which is, for a
black woman, revolutionary. Likewise, Winfrey Harris writes compellingly about the ways in which
Beyoncé has every right to label herself a feminist—and what the criticism she faced from white
feminists for doing so means about those feminists. The firstperson passages Winfrey Harris weaves
throughout the book prove genuinely moving, demonstrating in tangible ways how stereotypes about
race and gender work to dehumanize black women. In the context of the history—and the present—
Winfrey Harris evokes, the simple act of a black woman asserting her humanity becomes a revolutionary
act.
If anything, the book might benefit from more—more depth, more analysis. True, other writers have
condemned the Moynihan Report. Nevertheless, Winfrey Harris’s argument might be more persuasive to
those who aren’t inclined to share her view if she dedicated a little more time to spelling out exactly how
those who blame singleparent households for social ills don’t just end up supporting racist policy, but
using bad science to justify it. Winfrey Harris also does herself a disservice by relying overmuch on
examples from popular culture. In one section, for instance, most of her examples of present day
stereotypes come from reality television—in other words, from media we expect to pander.
Though critics from the left have derided Barack Obama for being too centrist, in part because of an
invigorated electorate, the last eight years have seen a remarkable level of political activism: from
Occupy to Black Lives Matter, the Obama presidency has radically altered the way we talk about race,
as well as our understanding of how race intersects with class and gender. While candidates who might
once have been relegated to the margins so far dominate the 2016 presidential field, even a selfstyled

radical like Bernie Sanders has come under fire for not making race more central to his platform. This
book suggests that listening to what black women have to say might itself constitute a radical act.
Tom Andes has published fiction in Natural Bridge, The Blue Earth Review, Out of the Gutter, Best
American Mystery Stories 2012, and elsewhere. He lives in New Orleans.
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(This is a personal transcript. I take responsibility for all typos. The symbol “[–]” simply indicates African names and references
unfamiliar to me.)
h p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg3umXU_qWc (h p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hg3umXU_qWc)
So I would like to start by telling you about one of my greatest friends, [–]. [–] lived on my street and looked after me like a big brother. If
I liked a boy, I would ask [–]’s opinion. [–] died in the notorious [–] plane crash in Nigeria in December of 2005, almost exactly 7 years
ago. [–] was a person I could argue with, laugh with and truly talk to. He was also the ﬁrst person to call me a feminist. I was about 14, we
were in his house, arguing, both of us bristling with half‑bit knowledge from books that we had read. I don’t remember what this
particular argument was about, but I remember that as I argued and argued, [–] looked at me and said, “You know, you’re a feminist.” It
was not a compliment. I could tell from his tone, the same tone that you would use to say something like, “You’re a supporter of
terrorism.” I did not know exactly what this word “feminist” meant and I did not want [–] to know that I did not know. So I brushed it
aside and continued to argue. And the ﬁrst thing that I planned to do when I got home was to look up “feminist” in the dictionary.
Now, fast‑forward to some years later. I wrote a novel about a man who, among other things beats his wife and whose story doesn’t end
very well. When I was promoting the novel in Nigeria, a journalist, a nice well‑meaning man told me he wanted to advise me. And to the
Nigerians here, I’m sure we’re all familiar with how quick are people to give unsolicited advise. He told me that people were saying that
my novel was feminist and his advice to me — and he was shaking his head sadly as he spoke — was that I should never call myself a
feminist because feminists are women who are unhappy because they cannot ﬁnd husbands. So I decided to call myself a “happy
feminist.” Then, an academic, a Nigerian woman told me that feminism was not our culture, that feminism wasn’t Africa, and that I was
calling myself a feminist because I had been corrupted by “Western” books, which amused me because a lot of my early reading was
decidedly un‑feminist. I think I must have read every single [–] published before I was 16. And each time I try to read those books called
the “feminists classics” I get bored, and I really struggle to ﬁnish them. But anyway, since feminism was un‑African, I decided I would
now call myself a happy African feminist. At some point I was a happy African feminist who does not hate men and who likes lip gloss
and who wears high heels for herself but not for men. Of course a lot of this was tongue‑in‑cheek, but that word “feminist” is so heavy
with baggage, negative baggage. You hate men, you hate bras, you hate African culture, that sort of thing.
Now, here’s a story from my childhood. When I was in primary school, my teacher said at the beginning of term that she would give the
class a test, and whoever got the highest code would be the class monitor. Now, class monitor was a big deal. If you were a class monitor,
you got to write down the names of noise‑makers, which was heady enough power in its own. But my teacher would also give you a cane
to hold in your hand while you walked around and patrolled the class for noise‑makers. Now, of course you were not actually allowed to
use the cane, but it was an exciting prospect for the 9‑year‑old me. I very much wanted to be the class monitor, and I got the highest score
on the test. Then to my surprise my teacher said that the monitor had to be a boy. She had forgo en to make that clear earlier because she
assumed it was obvious. A boy had the second highest score on the test and he would be monitor. Now what was even more interesting
about this is that the boy was a sweet gentle soul who had no interest in patrolling the class with a cane. While I was full of ambition to do
so. But I was female and he was male, and so he became the class monitor. And I’ve never forgo en that incident.
I often make the mistake of thinking that something that is obvious to me is just as obvious to everyone else. Now take my dear friend
Louis, for example. Louis is brilliant progressive man and we would have conversations and he would tell me, “I don’t know what you
mean by things being diﬀerent or harder for women. Maybe in the past, but not now.” And I didn’t understand how Louis could not see
what seemed so self‑evident. Then one evening in Lagos, Louis and I went out with friends. And for people here who are familiar with
Lagos, there’s that wonderful Lagos ﬁxture, the sprinkling of energetic men who hang around outside establishments and very
dramatically help you park your car. I was impressed with the particular theatrics of the man who found us a parking spot that evening.
And so as we were leaving, I decided to leave him a tip. I opened my bag, put my hand inside my bag, brought out my money that I had
earned from doing my work, and I gave it to the man. And he, this man who was very grateful and happy, took the money from me,
looked across at Louis, and said, “Thank you, sir!” Louis looked at me surprised, and asked, “Why is he thanking me? I didn’t give him
the money.” Then I saw realization dawn on Louis’s face. The man believed that whatever money I had had ultimately come from Louis,
because Louis is a man.
Now, men and women are diﬀerent. We have diﬀerent hormones, we have diﬀerent sexual organs, we have diﬀerent biological abilities;

Now, men and women are diﬀerent. We have diﬀerent hormones, we have diﬀerent sexual organs, we have diﬀerent biological abilities;
women can have babies, men can’t, at least not yet. Men have testosterone, and are in general physically stronger than women. There are
slightly more women than men in the world, about 52% of the world’s population is female. But most of the positions of power and
prestige are occupied by men. The late Kenyan, Nobel Peace Laureate, Wangari Maathai (h p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wangari_Maathai),
put it simply and well when she said,
The higher you go the fewer women there are.
In the recent US elections we kept hearing of the Lilly Ledbe er (h p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilly_Ledbe er_Fair_Pay_Act_of_2009)
Law. And if we go beyond the nicely alliterative name of that law, it was really about a man and a woman doing the same job, being
equally qualiﬁed and the man being paid more because he is a man. So, in a literal way, men rule the world. And this made sense a
thousand years ago. Because human beings lived then in a world in which physical strength was the most important a ribute for
survival. The physically stronger person was more likely to lead. And men in general are physically stronger; of course, there are many
exceptions. But today we live in a vastly diﬀerent world. The person more likely to lead is not the physically stronger person, it is the
more creative person, the more intelligent person, the more innovative person, and there are no hormones for those a ributes. A man
is as likely as a woman to be intelligent, to be creative, to be innovative. We have evolved, but it seems to me that our ideas of gender
have not evolved.
Some weeks ago I walked into the lobby of one of the best Nigerian hotels. And a guy at the entrance stopped me and asked me annoying
questions. Because the automatic assumption is that a Nigerian female walking into a hotel alone is a sex worker. And, by the way, why
do these hotels focus on the ostensible supply rather than the demand for sex workers. In Lagos, I cannot go alone into many reputable
bars and clubs. They just don’t let you in if you are a woman alone. You have to be accompanied by a man. Each time I walk into a
Nigerian restaurant with a man, the waiter greets the man and ignores me. The waiters are products of a society that has taught them that
men are more important than women. And I know the waiters don’t intend any harm, but it is one thing to know intellectually, and quite
another to feel it emotionally. Each time they ignore me, I feel invisible. I feel upset. I want to tell them that I am just as human as the
man, that I am just as worthy of acknowledgement. These are li le things but sometimes it’s the li le things that sting the most.
Now, not long ago I wrote an article about what it means to be young a female in Lagos and an acquaintance told me it was so angry. Of
course it was angry. I am angry. Gender as it functions today is a grave injustice. We should all be angry. Anger has a long history of
bringing about positive change, but in addition to being angry, I’m also hopeful because I believe deeply in the ability of human
beings to make and remake themselves for the be er.
Gender ma ers everywhere in the world, but I want to focus on Nigeria, and on Africa in general, because it is where I know and because
it is where my heart is. And I would like today to ask that we begin to dream about and plan for a diﬀerent world. A fairer world. A
world of happier men and happier women who are truer to themselves. And this is how to start. We must raise our daughters
diﬀerently. We must also raise our sons diﬀerently. We do a great disservice to boys in how we raise them. We stiﬂe the humanity of
boys. We deﬁne masculinity in a very narrow way. Masculinity becomes this hard small cage and we put boys inside the cage. We
teach boys to be afraid of fear. We teach boys to be afraid of weakness, of vulnerability. We teach them to mask their true selves
because they have to be, in Nigeria speak, “hard man.”
In secondary school, a boy and a girl, both of them teenagers, both of them with the same amount of pocket money would go out and the
boy would be expected always to pay, to prove his masculinity. And yet we wonder why boys are more likely to steal money from their
parents. What if both boys and girls were raised not to link masculinity with money? What if the a itude was not, “The boy has to pay,”
but rather, “Whoever has more, should pay.” Now, of course because of the historical advantage, it is mostly men who will have more
today. But if we start raising children diﬀerently, then in ﬁfty years, in a hundred years, boys will no longer have the pressure of having
to prove this masculinity.
But by far the worst thing we do to males, by making them feel that they have to be hard, is that we leave them with very fragile egos.
The more “hard man” a man feels compelled to be, the weaker his ego is. And then we do a much greater disservice to girls because we
raise them to cater to fragile egos of men. We teach girls to shrink themselves, to make themselves smaller. We say to girls, “You can have
ambition, but not too much. You should aim to be successful, but not too successful, otherwise you would threaten the man. If you are the
bread winner in your relationship with a man, you have to pretend that you’re not. Especially in public. Otherwise you will emasculate
him.” But what if we question the premise itself? Why should a woman’s success be a threat to a man. What if we decide to simply
dispose of that word, and I don’t think there is an English word I dislike more than, “emasculation.”
A Nigerian acquaintance once asked me if I was worried that men would be intimidated by me. I was not worried at all. In fact it had not
occurred to me to be worried because a man who will be intimidated by me is exactly the kind of man I would have no interest in. But
still I was really struck by this. Because I am female, I am expected to aspire to marriage. I am expected to make my life choices always
keeping in mind that marriage is the most important. Now, marriage can be a good thing. It can be a source of joy and love and mutual
support, but why do we teach girls to aspire to marriage and we don’t teach boys the same?
I know a woman who decided to sell her house because she didn’t want to intimidate a man who might marry her. I know an unmarried
women in Nigeria who, when she goes to conferences, wears a wedding ring, because according to her, she wants all the participants in
the conference to give her respect. I know young women who are under so much pressure from family, from friends, even from work to
get married, and they’re pushed to make terrible choices. A woman at a certain age who is unmarried, our society teaches her to see it as a
deep personal failure. And a man, after a certain age isn’t married, we just think he hasn’t come around to making his pick.
It’s easy for us to say, “Oh, but women can just say ‘no’ to all of this.” But the reality is more diﬃcult and more complex. We are all social

It’s easy for us to say, “Oh, but women can just say ‘no’ to all of this.” But the reality is more diﬃcult and more complex. We are all social
beings. We internalize ideas from our socialization. Even the language we use in talking about marriage and relationships illustrates this.
The language of marriage is often the language of ownership, rather than the language of partnership. We use the word “respect” to
mean something a women shows a man, but not often something a man shows a woman.
Both men and women in Nigeria will say — and this is an expression I am very amused by — “I did it for peace in my marriage.” Now,
when men say it, it is usually about something that they should not be doing anyway. Sometimes it is something they say to their friends
in a kind of [fundly] exasperated way. You know, something that ultimately proves how masculine they are, how needed, how loved.
“Oh, my wife said I can’t go to the club every night, so for peace in my marriage I do it only on weekends.” Now, when a woman says, “I
did it for peace in my marriage,” she is usually talking about having given up a job, a dream, a career. We teach females, that in
relationships, ‘compromise’ is what women do. We raise girls to see each other as competitors, not for jobs, or for accomplishments —
which I think can be a good thing — but for the a ention of men. We teach girls that they cannot be sexual beings in the way that boys
are. If we have sons, we don’t mind knowing about our sons’ girlfriends. But our daughters’ boyfriends, God forbid. But of course, when
the time is right, we expect those girls to bring back the perfect man to be their husbands. We police girls. We praise girls for virginity, but
we don’t praise boys for virginity. And it’s always made me wonder how exactly this is all suppose to work out, … [applause] I mean, the
loss of virginity is usually a process that involves two people.
Recently a young woman was gang raped in a university in Nigeria. And the response of many young Nigerians, both male and
female, was something along the lines of this: “Yes, rape is wrong. But what is a girl doing in a room with four boys?” Now, if we can
forget the horrible inhumanity of that response, these Nigerians have been raised to think of women as inherently guilty. And
they’ve been raised to expect so li le of men that the idea of men as savage beings with out any control is somehow acceptable. We
teach girls shame. “Close your legs. Cover yourself.” We make them feel as though being born female they’re already guilty of something.
And so, girls grow up to be women who cannot say they have desire. They grow up to be women who silence themselves. They grow up
to be women who cannot say what they truly think. And they grow up — and this is the worst thing we do to girls — they grow up to be
women who have turned pretense into an art form.
I know a woman who hates domestic work. She just hates it. But she pretends that she likes it because she has been taught that to be good
wife material she has to be — to use that Nigerian word — very “homely.” And then she got married, and after a while her husband’s
family began to complain that she had changed. Actually, she had not changed. She just go en tired of pretending.

The problem with gender is that it prescribes how we should be rather than recognizing how
we are.
Now, imagine how much happier we would be, how much freer to be our true individual selves, if we didn’t have the weight of gender
expectations. Boys and girls are undeniably diﬀerent, biologically. But socialization exaggerates the diﬀerences, and then it becomes a
self‑fulﬁlling process.
Now take cooking for example. Today, women in general are more likely to do the housework than men, the cooking and cleaning. But
why is that? Is it because women are born with a cooking gene? Or because over the years they have been socialized to see cooking as
their role? Actually, I was going to say that maybe women are born with a cooking gene until I remembered that the majority of the
famous cooks in the world who we give the fancy title of “chefs,” are men.
I used to look at my grandmother who was a brilliant, brilliant woman and wonder how she would have been if she had the same
opportunities as men when she was growing up. Now today, there are many more opportunities for women than there were during my
grandmother’s time because of changes in policy, changes in law, all of which are very important. But what ma ers even more is our
a itude, our mindset, what we believe and what we value about gender.
What if, in raising children, we focus on ability, instead of gender? What if, in raising children, we focus on interest, instead of
gender? I know a family who have a son and a daughter, both of whom are brilliant at school, who are wonderful, lovely children. When
the boy is hungry, the parents say to the girl, “Go and cook [noodles] for your brother.” Now, the girl doesn’t particularly like to cook
[noodles], but she’s a girl, and so she has to. Now, what if the parents, from the beginning, taught both the boy and the girl to cook
[noodles]? Cooking, by the way is a very useful skill for a boy to have. I’ve never thought it made sense to leave such a crucial thing, the
ability to nourish one’s self, in the hands of others. [applause]
I know a woman who was the same degree and the same job as her husband. When they get back from work, she does most of the house
work, which I think is true for many marriages. But what struck me about them is that whenever her husband changed the baby’s diaper,
she said, “Thank you” to him. Now, what if, she saw this as perfectly normal and natural that he should in fact care for his child?
I’m trying to unlearn many of the lessons of gender that I internalized when I was growing up. But I sometimes still feel very
vulnerable in the face of gender expectations. The ﬁrst time I taught a writing class in graduate school, I was worried. I wasn’t worried
about the material I would teach, because I was well prepared and I was going to teach what I enjoyed teaching. Instead, I was worried
about what I was going to wear. I wanted to be taken seriously. I knew that because I was female, I would automatically have to prove
my worth, and I was worried that if I looked too feminine, I would not be taken seriously. I really wanted to wear my shiny lip gloss and

my worth, and I was worried that if I looked too feminine, I would not be taken seriously. I really wanted to wear my shiny lip gloss and
my girly skirt, but I decided not to. Instead, I wore a very serious, very manly, and very ugly suit. Because the sad truth is that when it
comes to appearance, we start oﬀ with men as the standard, as the norm. If a man is ge ing ready for a business meeting, he doesn’t
worry about looking too masculine, and therefore not being taken [for granted] [seriously?]. If a woman is ge ing ready for a business
meeting, she has to worry about looking too feminine, and what it says, and whether or not she will be taken seriously. I wish had not
worn that ugly suit that day. I’ve actually banished from my closet, by the way. Had I then, the conﬁdence that I have now, to be myself,
my students would have beneﬁted even more from my teaching because I would have been more comfortable, and more truly myself.
I have chosen to no longer be apologetic for my femaleness and my femininity. And I want to be respected in all of my femaleness
because I deserve to be.
Gender is not an easy conversation to have for both men and women. To bring up gender is sometimes to encounter an almost immediate
resistance. I can imagine some people here actually thinking, “Women [–?]” Some of the men here might be thinking, “Okay, all of this is
interesting, but I don’t think like that.” And that is part of the problem. That many men do not actively think about gender or notice
gender, is part of the problem of gender. That many men say, like my friend Louis, “But everything is ﬁne now.” And that many men do
nothing to change it. If you are a man and you walk into a restaurant with a woman and the waiter greets only you, does it occur to you
to ask the waiter, “Why haven’t you greeted her?”
Because gender can be a very uncomfortable conversation to have, there are very easy ways to close it, to close the conversation. So, some
people will bring up evolutionary biology and apes, how female apes bow down to male apes and that sort of thing. But the point is,
we’re not apes. [applause] Apes also live on trees, and have earthworms for breakfast, and we don’t. Some people will say, “Well, poor
men also have a hard time.” And this is true. But this is not what this conversation is about. Gender and class are diﬀerent forms of
oppression. I actually learned quite a bit about systems of oppression and how they can be blind to one another by talking to black men. I
was once talking to a black man about gender and he said to me, “Why do you have to say ‘my experience as a woman’? Why can’t it be
‘my experience as a human being’?” Now, this is the same man who would often talk about his experience as a black man.
Gender ma ers. Men and women experience the world diﬀerently. Gender colors the way we experience the world. But we can change
that. Some people will say, “Oh, but women have the real power, bo om power.” And for non‑Nigerians, “bo om power” is an
expression in which I suppose means something like a woman who uses her sexuality to get favors from men. But “bo om power” is not
power at all. Bo om power means that a woman simply has a good root to tap into, from time to time, somebody else’s power. And then
of course we have to wonder when that somebody else is in a bad mood, or sick or sick or impotent.
Some people will say that a woman being subordinate to a man is our culture. But culture is constantly changing. I have beautiful twin
nieces who are 15 who live in Lagos. If they had been born 100 years ago, they would have been taken away and killed because it was our
culture, it was our culture, the Ibo/Igbo culture to kill twins. So, what is the point of culture. I mean, there is the decorative — the dancing
— but also culture is really about the preservation and continuity of a people. In my family, I am the child who is most interested in the
story of who we are in our traditions and the knowledge of ancestral lands. My brothers are not as interested as I am, but I cannot
participate. I cannot go to a [–] meetings, I cannot have a say, because I am female.

Culture does not make people. People make culture.
So if it is in fact true that the full humanity of women is not our culture, then we must make it our culture.
I think very often of my dear friend [–]. May he and others who past away in that [–] crash continue to rest in peace. He will always be
remembered by those of us who loved him. And he was right, that day many years ago, when he called me a feminist. I am a feminist.
And when I looked up that word in the dictionary that day, this is what it said:
feminist : a person who believes in the social, political, and economic equality of the sexes.
My great‑grandmother, from the stories I’ve heard, was a feminist. She ran away from the house of a man she did not to marry and ended
up marrying the man of her choice. She refused, she protested, she spoke up, whenever she felt she was being deprived of access of land,
that sort of thing. My great‑grandmother did not know that word, “feminist.” But it doesn’t means that she wasn’t one. More of us should
reclaim that word.
My own deﬁnition of feminist is:
feminist : a man or a woman who says, “Yes, there’s a problem with gender as it is today, and we must ﬁx it, we must do be er.”
The best feminist I know is my brother [–]. He is also a kind, good‑looking, lovely man, and he is very masculine.
Thank you.
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When You Love Bae But Bae Playin’
Feminist icons Gloria Steinem and Madeleine Albright said some pretty questionable things this
weekend.
When one thinks of the word “feminist,” they generally think of Gloria Steinem — and that’s because
she’s the feminist, the woman who pretty much launched the modern feminist movement of the 1970s.
In that same regard, one looks at Madam Secretary Madeleine Albright — the first female Secretary of
State — as a trailblazer for women in politics. Fortyplus years later, we still need feminism, and so it
stands to reason that we still need the lynchpin of feminism as well as the woman who opened doors for
women in politics. So it’s all the more shocking to hear that, on a Friday airing of Real Time with Bill
Maher, Ms. Steinem said this about women voting for Bernie Sanders in the upcoming election: “When
you’re young, you’re thinking, ‘Where are the boys? The boys are with Bernie.’” And it is equally
shocking to hear that, during a caucus in New Hampshire, Ms. Albright said this, presumably about
women not voting for Hillary Clinton: “There’s a special place in Hell for women who don’t help each
other.”
(To which, as the New York Times dryly described, Ms. Clinton “laughed, slowly clapped and took a large
sip of her beverage.”)

Granted, Ms. Steinem promptly apologized for her comments the next day. But within the actions and
statements of both women this past weekend lie several implications: one, that women aren’t capable of
independent thinking when discussing politics; and two, unless you’re voting for Hillary Clinton, you’re a
terrible feminist.
You’re not going to find many arguments from any gender that it is not yet time for a woman to take
presidential office. Of course I believe that it’s time for a woman to take office, and so do many, many
women and men. But that doesn’t necessarily mean that women want the first female President to be
Hillary Clinton. If a woman is voting for Bernie Sanders, one can’t assume it’s to “go after” the men that
are. That’s — get ready for it — sexist. It’s sexist to assume that women are voting for the man to go after
men. It’s sexist to assume that, unless they’re voting for women, women aren’t thinking for themselves.
It’s sexist to assume that only women who don’t care about feminism wouldn’t vote for a woman. From
an argumentative perspective, such a statement is rife with obvious fallacies. From an ethical
perspective, such a statement is degrading and reductive to the countless women who do take voting
seriously.
Voter trends show that Bernie Sanders is the leading candidate among the youngvoter demographic,
and Vox reports that 31% of eligible voters are people of color — the highest percentage ever recorded.
Thus, it is safe to assume that more people of color, both men and women, are voting Bernie Sanders. If
this is so, then Gloria Steinem’s statement can also be interpreted as a disturbing example of white
feminism: unless a woman of color is voting for the (white) woman in this election, their personal beliefs
as a woman of color don’t matter. They’re either wondering, “Where are the boys?” or just aren’t
educated enough to see that Hillary Clinton is the best candidate. In that same respect, Madeleine
Albright’s condemnation of women who don’t “help other women” by voting for Ms. Clinton is a shameful
disregard of the value of women’s opinions that don’t align with hers. If, as both women subsequently
argue, the support for Bernie Sanders is a Millennial trend that they don’t believe is best for the country,
then both women should have taken care to address Millennials — not Millennial women. To indict
Millennial women for supporting a cause that isn’t theirs doesn’t highlight the generational conflict of
values they’re trying to address as much as it indicts the values and opinions of Millennial women — the
very same women who ignited the secondwave feminist movement to begin with.
It’s a shame that two strong, intelligent women (who are incidentally role models of mine) don’t seem to
believe that women can disagree with them on politics and still be independently thinking women. Gloria
Steinem seems to be voting for Hillary Clinton in this election, and Madeleine Albright definitely is. That’s
okay — they’re exercising their hardfought right to vote for the candidate they think is best. But neither
woman has any right to state, or imply, that all women who don’t vote for Hillary aren’t exercising their
right to vote in the proper way. It’s a blatant invalidation of a woman’s right to free thinking, and when
you stop to consider the people such statements and actions are coming from, this is all the more
disappointing.
Following

What The Reaction To Sandra Bland’s Case Reveals
About White Feminism

#SayHerName

Sandra Bland, an AfricanAmerican woman arrested for failing to use her turn signal, was found dead in
her jail cell three days after her arrest in July. On Wednesday, December 23, a Texas grand jury
presiding over the case decided not to indict anyone in relation to Bland’s death and protesters — who
had previously called for justice in this case — began anew.
Yet a seemingly important group that should presumably also oppose this injustice has seemed to
remain quiet: mainstream feminist groups. While activists associated with groups like #BlackLivesMatter
have lined the streets, groups focused on gender equality seem to view the issue of police brutality as
one related to race and therefore irrelevant. The choice to do so is not just problematic in relation to

Sandra Bland’s specific case, but evidence of a larger issue at hand: white feminism.
White feminism is essentially feminism that doesn’t take into account intersectionality, which is defined as
a “frame that recognizes the multiple aspects of identity that enrich our lives and experiences and that
compound and complicate oppressions and marginalizations” according to Jarune Uwujaren and Jamie
Utt of Everyday Feminism. Put more simply, it’s the idea that gender and race can’t be considered
separate issues: A movement that seeks to achieve equality must do so for everybody. Anybody who
calls themselves a “feminist,” who believes in equality, should believe all women should have the same
rights and be entitled to the same voice no matter their race, genderidentity, or any other factor.
Intersectionality also recognizes that women who don’t identify as cisgender and/or white face unique
obstacles based on their identities that can’t be ignored, either. Women of color, transgender women,
women living with disabilities and others undeniably face unique forms of discrimination that their cis
and white counterparts do not. This reality is evident in women’s everyday experiences — like
microagressions — as well as in the highest ranks of our society. For example, out of the 98 women
serving in Congress—already a low number when you total in both the number of Congressmen serving
in the House of Representatives—only fourteen are AfricanAmerican women.
Ultimately, the reaction to Sandra Bland’s case demonstrates yet again how white feminism delegitimizes
the feminist movement as a whole. A movement that fails to acknowledge serious violence and
discrimination faced by some women — like Sandra Bland and women who have face similar police
brutality — can’t truly fight for the end of these phenomenon more broadly. We can, and should, do
better.
You might also like:

The One Brutal Truth That Every White Feminist Needs to
Hear

By Julie Zeilinger September 11, 2015
Like Mic on Facebook:
Mainstream feminism has a major problem as old as the movement itself: prioritizing the experiences
and voices of cisgender, straight, white women over women of color, queer women and those who fall
outside this narrow identity. While the problem has persisted for decades, it now has a name: "white
feminism."
White feminism is essentially "any expression of feminist thought or action that is antiintersectional,"
feminist blogger and author of Batty Mamzelle Cate Young told Mic. While individuals have been
increasingly called out for either ignoring the experiences of others or needlessly coopting them — like
when Taylor Swift got involved in Nicki Minaj's critique of the MTV Video Music Awards — white feminism
is a roadblock for the broader movement.
Here's the brutal truth every feminist needs to hear in order to progress together, according to several
feminist thoughtleaders.
White feminists may understand the importance of intersectionality in theory, but some fail to act on it in
practice.
"White feminists use theories and perspectives from women of color (and even imagery) to seem as
though they're being diverse," but effectively "only really care about their own experiences as well as
propping up their own voices," Aph Ko, creator of the comedic webseries Black Feminist
Blogger, told Mic.
Ko compared this dynamic to a hair care aisle at any typical pharmacy.
"While black women's hair care products may be featured on the end cap, the aisle will likely be
overwhelmingly devoted to white women's hair care products," she said. "That's pretty much how white
feminism looks: We're usually the first thing people see before they head down the aisle, but as soon as
they go down the aisle, everything caters to white women."
White feminists often "forget" to apply an intersectional framework to issues that affect women, Young
said. For example, last year's viral video targeting street harassment "served to reinforce racist
narratives about men of color preying on white women," she said. "That no one in the organization was
able to pinpoint that as an issue before the video was released is an example of how nonintersectional

thinking can give us blinders about things that matter very much to women who aren't facing the same
issues as us."
Even when diversity is acknowledged or accounted for, Ko said, it's often superficial and essentially
meaningless. Simply including women of color in an event is not enough; it's often just tokenism. Ko said
in many cases, this sort of visible inclusion only "values black and brown bodies but not their
knowledge."
"One of the easiest ways to see how white feminism is alive and well is noting who are the most visible
people out there," feminist writer and activist Wagatwe Wanjuki told Mic. "Very often we only really see
the privileged white women as leaders or spokespersons of the movement — in and out of pop culture."
This favoritism is not just inequitable, but further obscures the fact that many feminist theories (like
intersectionality itself) were in fact created by women of color. When white women are given a platform
to promote these theories, Ko noted, they are essentially coopting the work of women of color to
promote their own voices.
"There's a clear disdain for women of color using feminism to navigate their political and social lives," Ko
said. While white celebrities are often lauded for identifying as feminist, "black women like Beyoncé are
attacked for using the label," she said.
Women of color are also frequently publicly shamed by white feminists should they dare to critique white
women's problematic actions. For example, when women of color speak up about racist double
standards surrounding sexuality or cultural appropriation, "everyone conveniently sidesteps the validity
of the point she is making in order to tonepolice her," Young said. For example, Minaj was criticized
over the summer for even suggesting that Swift may not live up to inclusive feminist standards. Amandla
Stenberg received pushback after calling out Kylie Jenner's cultural appropriation. Stenberg then
weighed in to counter the alltoofamiliar "angry black woman" narrative:
These instances ultimately indicate that white feminists fail to realize "there are other equally or more
valid perspectives to the situation [they are] commenting on," Young said. "Intersectionality is all about
acknowledging that there are different circumstances that make different choices more or less feasible
or reasonable."
The term exists for a reason, Young said. It "allows us to identify [marginalization], and root it out and
combat it when it occurs."
Ko said the mere act of labeling exclusion is "a giant step forward. This one term opens up a lot of space
for feminists of color to finally focus on their own communities instead of having to constantly educate
white women or tell white women that they're being racist."
Feminists must take concrete steps towards intersectionality and both "walk the walk and talk the talk,"

Wanjuki said. Feminist organizations, she added, can "stop requiring college degrees or other
qualifications for positions that don't need them, they need to pay their interns, they need to put young
people, people of color, queer folks, people of lower [class] backgrounds, etc., in leadership positions."
Yet it might not be enough to transform white feminism; perhaps it's time to get rid of exclusively white
feminism altogether.
"I don't think we can make white mainstream feminism inclusive because it's not designed to be
inclusive," Ko concluded. "Our exclusion as women of color isn't accidental. Diversity can't help White
feminism. [White feminists] just need to move over."
Like us on Facebook:
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Call Her Out, But Call Her Cait: Caitlyn Jenner
and Why I’m Never Here for Transphobia
I detest Caitlyn Jenner. The list of reasons starts with her association with the Kardashians whom I
ﬁnd deplorable. I detest that she believes the hardest part of being a woman is deciding what to
wear (h爀 p://www.bellanaija.com/2015/11/16/caitlyn‑jenner‑says‑the‑hardest‑part‑about‑being‑a‑
woman‑is‑ﬁguring‑out‑what‑to‑wear/). I detested the pretentious speech she gave when she
accepted the Arthur Ashe Award. I detest how she only passingly mentioned how black trans
women are being murdered at alarming rates during her special with Diane Sawyer. I detest
Caitlyn Jenner.
I detest the media’s infatuation and pedestaling of Caitlyn Jenner. I detest that Caitlyn Jenner’s
transition has been chronicled with the dignity and tenderness that poor trans women are never
granted. I hate the way she’s been made the face of transgender women when her experience

coming into her womanhood has been anything but typical. I hate that she’s been all over

coming into her womanhood has been anything but typical. I hate that she’s been all over
magazines exalted for her fashion sense as if most transgender women have the luxury of $5,000
dresses and a full beauty team. I detest the media’s infatuation and pedestaling of Caitlyn Jenner.
I detest Caitlyn Jenner. I detest how she’s used her platform irresponsibly. I detest that any press
she does is self‑indulged. I detest that she’s a proud Republican. I detest that she refuses to
acknowledge the intersections of race and class that have aﬀorded her a level of protection that
poor black and brown trans people are never given. I detest how aggressive and arrogant she’s
been with urging trans people to step out and live their truths when she took more than six
decades to reveal her truth to the world, having the wealth to make whatever cosmetic changes
and alterations she felt would make her more comfortable, as well as the celebrity status which
brought her more acceptance than most transgender people will ever a爀 ain. I detest Caitlyn
Jenner.
So I will call her an elitist, but I will not call her Bruce. I will call her narcissistic, but I will not call
her a tranny. I will call her selﬁsh, but I won’t call her a man. I will call her self‑absorbed, but I
won’t call her “shim.” I will call her callous, but I won’t call her “him.” I will call her phony, but I
won’t make reference to her genitals. I will call her an oppressor, but I won’t call her a freak. I will
call her delusional, but I won’t call her a dude. I criticize how she uses her voice, but I won’t
criticize the tone and texture of her voice. I will call her a poor role model, but I won’t call her sick.
Caitlyn Jenner is everything I detest, but my disdain for her has nothing to do with her trans
status. Fact is, Caitlyn Jenner will never read much of the criticisms and bigotry printed about her.
She won’t hear the slurs and jokes about her, but the trans people without celebrity and support
will. Black trans women like Islan Ne爀 les (h爀 p://www.huﬃngtonpost.com/news/islan‑ne爀 les/),
Zella Ziona (h爀 p://www.huﬃngtonpost.com/entry/zella‑ziona‑trans‑woman‑
killed_56227f4ee4b02f6a900c954c) and Kiesha Jenkins
(h爀 p://www.advocate.com/transgender/2015/10/06/kiesha‑jenkins‑becomes‑20th‑us‑trans‑woman‑
murdered‑year) did hear those violent words and crushing punchlines. They will be the ones
tortured and traumatized by the vicious a爀 acks and reactions to Caitlyn’s transition.
Caitlyn Jenner’s position as a rich white trans woman has carved out a whole new brand for her,
one that’s secured her TV shows, awards and endless opportunities to expand her celebrity and
bank account. So she’s good, despite how hurtful the comments she may hear or read are, but
poor black and brown trans women are, unlike Caitlyn, punished and penalized for their
transitions. Trans women who are not independently wealthy are not being contacted to pose on
magazine covers and pitch reality shows. These women have to work. And they’re being
discriminated against with such malice that 1 in 8 trans women are unemployed and 1 in 4 black
trans women are unemployed (h爀 p://www.advocate.com/commentary/2014/01/28/op‑ed‑
embracing‑transgender‑women). Trans women without the security of Olympic medals and
money are being forced into sex work to survive.
Caitlyn Jenner had more than a half century to develop the courage to step out and be herself.
She’s had the time to overcome some of the insecurities and fear associated with transitioning.
She’s fully grown and lives a comfortable life. So while she’s gushed about the support of her
family and mother, she’s good on housing and food, but the teenage trans girls who get caught in
dresses and makeup, and are kicked out of the house by their parents who cannot understand
their children’s identity are not. These girls are forced to make a choice between being true to

dresses and makeup, and are kicked out of the house by their parents who cannot understand
their children’s identity are not. These girls are forced to make a choice between being true to
themselves and having a place to stay. These girls are homeless and afraid. They are the ones
hearing and reading your hateful comments, not Caitlyn.
Despite all the abusive slurs hurled her way, Caitlyn Jenner has a爀 ention and status that act as
somewhat of a shield from the violence poor, unknown trans women experience. She will most
likely never have to walk down the street and have a brick thrown at her because some
transphobic savage can’t respect her right to live in her truth. She will most likely never have to
look straight ahead avoiding eye contact and ignoring the people yelling slurs and threats at her.
She can aﬀord security if necessary. She won’t have to protect herself like CeCe McDonald
(h爀 ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CeCe_McDonald), only to be charged and imprisoned for being
trans and having the nerve to stand up for herself.
Caitlyn Jenner won’t hear your disgust over whatever augmentations she’s made to herself. She
has the money to buy the best medical care and cosmetic surgery, so she’s good. But the poor
trans women who cannot aﬀord to make the augmentations they may want or need are hearing
your disgust. They’re the ones who cannot aﬀord a Beverly Hills doctor to help them look the
part. They’re the ones going being humiliated and demeaned by a physician who asks the most
invasive and disrespectful questions. They’re the ones being forced to buy hormones from street
dealers because they don’t have insurance or the insurance they do have won’t cover them. These
poor trans women are the ones injured by your words. They’re the ones who feel forced to take
whatever measure they can, no ma爀 er the health risks, to become cis passing and avoid the
constant mental terror and harassment.
Your words and callousness aren’t hurting Caitlyn Jenner. She’s largely been accepted. Your
words are hurting your classmates who have to keep reminding people of their proper pronouns.
Your words are hurting your loved ones who want to tell you they’re ready to transition. Your
words are oppressing trans women who aren’t cis passing, who don’t have the ﬁnancial means
and fan base of Caitlyn Jenner. Your words are triggering and bruising black trans women who
are already legitimately afraid they’ll be killed for walking out of the house in makeup and a
stile爀 os. Caitlyn Jenner is not the one you’re hurting.
So please, call Caitlyn out on all her bullshit. I welcome it. I encourage. I do it. Lambaste her for
her politics in direct opposition to what’s best for the trans people she has a responsibility to help
protect. Mock her ridiculous one liners about the superﬁcial shit she thinks being a woman means.
Drag her for her neglect of the trans community. CALL.HER.ASS.OUT. But please, call her
Caitlyn.
Posted in Rants and tagged bigotry, black transgender women, caitlyn jenner, I Am Cait,
kardashians, trans women, transantagonism, transgender, transmisogynoir, transmisogyny,
transphobia on November 16, 2015 by LaSha. 213 Comments
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1. Erin kohn says:

The number of women in science and engineering is growing, yet men continue to outnumber
women, especially at the upper levels of these professions. In elementary, middle, and high
school, girls and boys take math and science courses in roughly equal numbers, and about as
many girls as boys leave high school prepared to pursue science and engineering majors in
college. Yet fewer women than men pursue these majors. Among first-year college students,
women are much less likely than men to say that they intend to major in science, technology,
engineering, or math (STEM). By graduation, men outnumber women in nearly every science
and engineering field, and in some, such as physics, engineering, and computer science, the
difference is dramatic, with women earning only 20 percent of bachelor’s degrees. Women’s
representation in science and engineering declines further at the graduate level and yet again
in the transition to the workplace.
Drawing on a large and diverse body of research, this report presents eight recent research
findings that provide evidence that social and environmental factors contribute to the underrepresentation of women in science and engineering. The rapid increase in the number of girls
achieving very high scores on mathematics tests once thought to measure innate ability suggests that cultural factors are at work. Thirty years ago there were 13 boys for every girl who
scored above 700 on the SAT math exam at age 13; today that ratio has shrunk to about 3:1.
This increase in the number of girls identified as “mathematically gifted” suggests that education can and does make a difference at the highest levels of mathematical achievement. While
biological gender differences, yet to be well understood, may play a role, they clearly are not
the whole story.

G i rl s’ Achievem ent s and I nterest in M ath an d S c ien ce Are
Shap e d by t he Environm ent a ro u n d Th em
This report demonstrates the effects of societal beliefs and the learning environment on girls’
achievements and interest in science and math. One finding shows that when teachers and
parents tell girls that their intelligence can expand with experience and learning, girls do better on math tests and are more likely to say they want to continue to study math in the future.
That is, believing in the potential for intellectual growth, in and of itself, improves outcomes.
This is true for all students, but it is particularly helpful for girls in mathematics, where negative stereotypes persist about their abilities. By creating a “growth mindset” environment,
teachers and parents can encourage girls’ achievement and interest in math and science.
Does the stereotype that boys are better than girls in math and science still affect girls today?
Research profiled in this report shows that negative stereotypes about girls’ abilities in math
can indeed measurably lower girls’ test performance. Researchers also believe that stereotypes
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can lower girls’ aspirations for science and engineering careers over time. When test administrators tell students that girls and boys are equally capable in math, however, the difference in
performance essentially disappears, illustrating that changes in the learning environment can
improve girls’ achievement in math.
The issue of self-assessment, or how we view our own abilities, is another area where cultural
factors have been found to limit girls’ interest in mathematics and mathematically challenging careers. Research profiled in the report finds that girls assess their mathematical abilities
lower than do boys with similar mathematical achievements. At the same time, girls hold
themselves to a higher standard than boys do in subjects like math, believing that they have
to be exceptional to succeed in “male” fields. One result of girls’ lower self-assessment of their
math ability—even in the face of good grades and test scores—and their higher standards for
performance is that fewer girls than boys aspire to STEM careers. By emphasizing that girls
and boys achieve equally well in math and science, parents and teachers can encourage girls to
assess their skills more accurately.
One of the largest gender differences in cognitive abilities is found in the area of spatial skills,
with boys and men consistently outperforming girls and women. Spatial skills are considered
by many people to be important for success in engineering and other scientific fields. Research
highlighted in this report, however, documents that individuals’ spatial skills consistently
improve dramatically in a short time with a simple training course. If girls grow up in an
environment that enhances their success in science and math with spatial skills training, they
are more likely to develop their skills as well as their confidence and consider a future in a
STEM field.

At Co l l e g e s and U niver s it ies, Lit tle Ch an g es Can M ake a Big
D i f fe re n ce i n At t rac t ing and R et a in in g Wo men in STEM
The foundation for a STEM career is laid early in life, but scientists and engineers are made
in colleges and universities. Research profiled in this report demonstrates that small improvements by physics and computer science departments, such as providing a broader overview of
the field in introductory courses, can add up to big gains in female student recruitment and
retention. Likewise, colleges and universities can attract more female science and engineering
faculty if they improve departmental culture to promote the integration of female faculty.
Research described in this report provides evidence that women are less satisfied with the
academic workplace and more likely to leave it earlier in their careers than their male
counterparts are. College and university administrators can recruit and retain more women by
implementing mentoring programs and effective work-life policies for all faculty members.

Why So Few?

xv

B i a s, O f te n U ncons cious, Lim i ts Wo men’s Pro gress in
S ci e nt i f i c and Engineer ing Fie ld s
Most people associate science and math fields with “male” and humanities and arts fields with
“female,” according to research examined in this report. Implicit bias is common, even among
individuals who actively reject these stereotypes. This bias not only affects individuals’ attitudes
toward others but may also influence girls’ and women’s likelihood of cultivating their own
interest in math and science. Taking the implicit bias test at https://implicit.harvard.edu
can help people identify and understand their biases so that they can work to compensate
for them.
Not only are people more likely to associate math and science with men than with women,
people often hold negative opinions of women in “masculine” positions, like scientists or
engineers. Research profiled in this report shows that people judge women to be less competent than men in “male” jobs unless they are clearly successful in their work. When a woman
is clearly competent in a “masculine” job, she is considered to be less likable. Because both
likability and competence are needed for success in the workplace, women in STEM fields
can find themselves in a double bind. If women and men in science and engineering know
that this bias exists, they can work to interrupt the unconscious thought processes that lead
to it. It may also help women specifically to know that if they encounter social disapproval
in their role as a computer scientist or physicist, it is likely not personal and there are ways to
counteract it.
The striking disparity between the numbers of men and women in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics has often been considered as evidence of biologically driven gender
differences in abilities and interests. The classical formulation of this idea is that men “naturally” excel in mathematically demanding disciplines, whereas women “naturally” excel in fields
using language skills. Recent gains in girls’ mathematical achievement, however, demonstrate
the importance of culture and learning environments in the cultivation of abilities and interests. To diversify the STEM fields we must take a hard look at the stereotypes and biases that
still pervade our culture. Encouraging more girls and women to enter these vital fields will
require careful attention to the environment in our classrooms and workplaces and throughout
our culture.
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Indian acid attack victims share their stories

Some of the images below are graphic and show the consequences of acid attacks.
On the morning of December 23, 2014, as a 30yearold doctor was riding to work in New Delhi, two
men on a motorcycle intercepted her scooter. While one grabbed her handbag, another sprayed the
contents of a syringe at her face. It was filled with acid. The liquid quickly ate through her skin and facial
tissue. She is currently undergoing treatment and may lose the sight in one eye.
Only five days earlier, a small group of people had gathered outside India's parliament bearing a list of
demands. They were survivors of acid attacks and volunteers with the Stop Acid Attacks awareness
campaign. Some were detained by the police and allegedly beaten for not obtaining the proper
permissions to protest. Topmost among the changes they were calling for was stricter regulation of the
availability of acid.
While instances of acid attacks have been reported in nearly all parts of the world, they are particularly
endemic to South Asia, with Bangladesh, Pakistan, India and Cambodia having the dubious distinction of
the highest number of cases. With harsh punishments and strict guidelines controlling the sale of acid,
Bangladesh is viewed as a success story in the making, having seen a steady decline of 20 percent to
30 percent in the past few years. In India, however, the number of reported cases has been increasing
despite the existence of laws and directives to curb the horrors of acid violence.
Effective from February 2013, with the insertion of Section 326A into the Indian penal code, acid attacks

have been classified as a distinct, specific offence, carrying a penalty of imprisonment for a minimum of
10 years and a maximum of life.
Reliable statistics for the crime are difficult to ascertain. The Indian government confirmed the number of
female acid attack victims as 98 in 2011, 85 in 2012 and 80 in 2013. But acid survivor support groups
say these figures are misleading and do not account for the many cases that go unreported, as well as
those involving male victims.
The Acid Survivors Foundation India (ASFI) has collated data from newspaper reports that indicates a
clear growth in the number of cases  with 80 victims in 2010, 106 in 2011 as well as 2012, 122 in 2013
and 130 up until November of 2014. The Stop Acid Attacks campaign claims there have been 386 cases
in the period 2013 to 2014.
Historically, acid attacks have been acts of revenge over perceived rejection by a woman. While such
cases still form the largest single reason for acid violence, Alok Dixit of the Stop Acid Attacks campaign
says cases of professional jealousy and family squabbles have also become motivators, and there has
been a rapid rise in cases of men attacking other men. It remains a highly gendered form of violence,
however, with perpetrators almost always male, and victims primarily female.
The Supreme Court of India passed a ruling in July 2013, which among other provisions, regulates the
sale of concentrated acid in shops, mandates the maintenance of a register recording details of
purchasers, and prohibits the sale of acid to minors. But implementation remains a distant reality and
numerous investigations have shown that acid is easily purchased in shops, with no questions asked, for
as little as Rs 20 (3 cents) a bottle. For hundreds of people across the country, that's all it takes for their
lives to be changed irrevocably in a second.
'Before this I was extremely shy, but I don't have that luxury anymore'

[Karen Dias/Al Jazeera]
Twentythreeyearold Lalita Benbansi sits in the waiting room of a dimly lit doctor's clinic in Grant Road,
one of the oldest neighbourhoods in Mumbai. She wears an indigodyed hospital gown and a thin shawl
that does little to conceal her injuries. She is scheduled to undergo surgery on her nose the next day,
scarred and swollen to twice its original size by an acid attack over two years ago.
With approximately 25 medical procedures behind her, Lalita is approaching the midway point of her
treatment plan. Her doctor says she will need about 30 more to repair the damage, including recreating
her ears, which the acid melted off. These are aimed only at restoring functionality and preventing
infection; the question of cosmetic procedures remains a faroff uncertainty.
Lalita's quick grin and ebullience dim as she describes the series of events that led to her attack.
In 2012, she and her mother travelled to her maternal village in the north Indian state of Uttar Pradesh
to attend the wedding of a relative. After a rowdy bout of drinking, a quarrel broke out within the family,
particularly enraging an 18yearold cousin of Lalita's. A small disagreement quickly took on a much
darker hue.
"I pushed a girl who my cousin had brought along to the wedding, and was refusing to pay a token
auspicious amount at the altar. He took this as the final insult from my family and swore revenge," she
explains. Taunting her for the pride she took in her appearance, he threatened to throw acid on her. "At
the time I thought it was just something said in the heat of the moment, but he actually made good on
his threat," she says, her voice still heavy with disbelief.
Five months later, on November 11, 2012, as Lalita and her mother were walking out to the fields to
relieve themselves after dark, two men wearing masks approached her, tackled her to the ground and
poured acid on her face while her mother watched, horrified. Lalita says she was able to recognise her
cousin's voice and his eyes when she shone a torch in his face.
Lalita was admitted to a local hospital for two months to treat her burns, but the family quickly ran out of
savings. Lalita's father Anand, who works as a petrol pump attendant in Mumbai, says with an air of
defeat: "I make Rs 4,500 ($69) a month, out of which Rs 1,500 ($22) just goes on rent. How was I
supposed to pay for such a long stay in hospital?"
After spending many months in despair at her grandmother's house, without receiving any treatment for
her grievous injuries, a relative convinced Lalita to return to Mumbai, where the acid survivors NGO
Make Love Not Scars raised funds for further medical care.

On average, a survivor of a medium intensity attack requires at least 15 to 20 surgeries explains Dr
Ashok Gupta, who has operated on more than 150 victims of acid violence over his 35 years as a plastic
surgeon.
With the cost of each surgery averaging Rs 24 lakhs (about $3,000 to $6,000), treatments can be
prohibitively expensive. "I've heard of some hospitals charging as much as Rs 6 lakhs ($9,000) for a
minor procedure," says Gupta indignantly. Against these daunting expenses, the apex court's order to
the government to provide a compensation amount of Rs 3 lakhs ($4,500) per victim is woefully
insufficient.
Government hospitals and emergency rooms are also illequipped to deal with acid attacks. "Special
neutralising agents that can be applied immediately to limit the damage are scarcely stocked in most
emergency rooms and ambulances. It all ties into the absence of a basic national advisory body of
experts to suggest guidelines for actions in case of an attack," says Gupta.
When acid is thrown on a person's face, the eyelids and lips may burn off completely. The nose may
melt, closing the nostrils, and the ears shrivel up. Skin and bone on the skull, forehead, cheeks and chin
may dissolve. When the acid splashes or drips over the neck, chest, back, arms or legs, it burns every
inch of the skin it touches.
When the wounds from an acid burn heal, they form thick scars that pull the skin tight and cause
disfigurement. In 90 percent of cases, the eyesight of the victim is adversely affected, causing blindness.
And then there is the psychological trauma. With a high survival rate among victims, acid attacks are
rarely carried out with murder in mind. They are intended to disfigure and mutilate  to condemn the
victim to a lifetime of suffering.
Lately Lalita has been arguing with her parents about getting a job as soon as her surgeries are
completed.
"They aren't going to be around forever and I need to fend for myself," she says. "Before this, I was
extremely shy and barely spoke a word to anyone. I don't have that luxury anymore."
'I could feel the liquid seeping into my skin, causing it to melt off'

[Karen Dias/Al Jazeera]
When Aarti Thakur saw a man approaching her at the Goregaon train station in Mumbai, she
immediately knew something was wrong. She had learned to recognise the signs of danger after being
attacked twice by a knifewielding stranger in only two months. The first time she had been stabbed in
the face, and had required 16 stitches. But what happened this time was worse than she could have
imagined.
"I could barely breathe. Everything turned silver black. I could feel the liquid seeping into my skin,
causing it to melt off. I ran to a police officer and screamed that I had been attacked again," recalls Aarti
in a calm, measured voice. The damage to her face was minimised because she was wearing a scarf
wrapped around it. But the acid did burn through her forearms, neck, and parts of her cheeks and
eyebrows.
Three years on, Aarti, who is now 25, is fighting a legal battle against the people behind the assault,
while trying to raise funds for the surgery she requires. After a yearandahalf of seclusion in her house,
she started working again and is beginning to regain confidence in her skills as well as her appearance.
But she remains understandably furious about how the acid attack on her could have been prevented.
Her ordeal began in 2011, when the son of her landlady professed his love for her. The landlady would
insist that Aarti should marry him. Initially laughing it off as a joke, Aarti finally clarified that she was
already engaged and turned down his marriage proposal for the third and final time.
The first attack took place shortly after, when she was returning home from her job at an IT company.
But she didn't recognise the attacker and the police wrote it off as a simple case of attempted robbery.
Terrified that she had been intentionally targeted, Aarti decided to move to another suburb of Mumbai
with her single mother and younger sister, who were dependent upon her. A second attempted attack
took place a little over a month later. This time there was no officer at the station to take her complaint.
Aarti grew suspicious; only a few people knew where she had moved to and her former landlady was
one of them. On January 30, 2012, she was shocked to spot her son standing outside her office
building. The very next day, a man carrying acid worth Rs 5 (8 cents) in a bottle changed her life
forever.
This time the police finally swung into action, arresting the son, his mother, and two accomplices.
Offended by the perceived slight to his dignity, and jealous of her impending marriage, the son allegedly
hired two men to procure and splash acid on her as a final act of revenge.

Subscribing to a patriarchal mindset where women are expected to smile demurely and quietly
acquiesce to declarations of love, some men become enraged over such "unrequited love". Nishita Jha,
a writer researching gender violence in India, says: "It comes from an innate belief that you can possess
the other person. The idea that the woman has agency or autonomy is inconceivable to them. Such as
in a rape case, the question of seeking consent doesn't even cross the mind."
Alok Dixit from the Stop Acid Attacks campaign says that often the perpetrators aren't hardened
criminals or serial offenders. "There is a sense of impunity involved in acid attacks. Despite the new
laws, the attackers have no real fear of punishment, such as in the case of a shooting. Unless it's a high
profile urban case, these attacks are often relegated to the inside pages of a newspaper."
Despite their relative rarity in proportion to other forms of violence against women, the fear of an acid
attack looms large. Jha reveals that she's come across numerous women during the course of her
research who don't speak out against street harassment or stalking because they fear reprisal through
acid.
She adds: "An acid attack is not something you can physically move on from or effectively hide. It's not
just a question of these men being unable to handle rejection, it's meant to teach a lesson  to mark
someone for life."
'The burns hospital was like hell on Earth. Charred bodies would be rolled in'

[Karen Dias/Al Jazeera]
In May 2014, Reshma Qureshi took a train from her home in Mumbai to Allahabad in Uttar Pradesh,
accompanied by her sister, Gulshan. Only 17 years old at the time, she had gone to take her Alim
examination, a course based on comprehensive study of the Quran.
It had been a trying few months for the family. About a year before, Gulshan had left her abusive
husband, with their twoyearold daughter in tow. But her husband had refused to relinquish custody of
their older son and Gulshan had filed a case against him for kidnapping the child.
On the morning of May 19, as the sisters were on their way to the examination centre, they were
accosted by Gulshan's estranged husband and three other men. Wielding an open bottle with a clear
liquid inside, she says he immediately darted towards Reshma. Recognising what was about to happen,
Gulshan attempted to wrestle the bottle away from him, spilling some of the acid on her arms and back.
But the men chased after Reshma and poured the remaining contents on her face.
Their mother Khusnoma recalls the next month they spent in Allahabad with despair. "The burns hospital
was like hell on Earth. Charred bodies would be rolled in next to her. It was no place for a young girl."
After receiving next to no treatment other than some dressing of her wounds, Reshma was taken back
to their home in Mumbai  a tworoom apartment that houses all 10 members of the family. She has lost
the sight in one eye and the other is barely functional and covered with scar tissue. Doctors are unsure
whether it can be saved.
With close to Rs 5 lakhs ($7,500) spent on surgeries already, the family anticipates another Rs 1012
lakhs ($15,000$18,000) in future medical expenses.
Reshma's brother, Aizaz, describes how the process of claiming compensation from the government has
been like hammering at a solid titanium wall. In July 2013, the Supreme Court directed state
governments to provide Rs 3 lakhs ($4,500) in compensation to victims of acid attacks, a third of which
is to be payable within 15 days of the incident and the remainder within two months. But, after seven
months of navigating bureaucracy, the Qureshi family have just a small slip of paper bearing a case
number to show for it.
The Stop Acid Attacks campaign claims that most states don't have a payment policy in place and that
some have no provision for the compensation fund. Out of the dozens of survivors they've helped apply,
only four have received any payment to date.

The family has grown exhausted fighting a seemingly losing battle in the face of police apathy. Two of
the culprits are still on the loose and the case will remain pending in civil court until they are
apprehended. The whereabouts of Gulshan's son remain unknown.
"That man lived with us for many years and knew Reshma was the darling of the family, the youngest
and the prettiest. He realised that attacking her like this would break the spirit of the family," says Aizaz.
It's a familiar narrative across the country. From family rivalries to castebased and communal clashes,
women's bodies often bear the brunt of the violence.
In the midst of a family dealing with their collective pain, a now 18yearold Reshma sits quietly as they
share her story. She barely speaks to anyone who is not from the family or a friend from before the
attack. Nor does she leave the house other than for treatment. She often has trouble sleeping. The
family had to pool their money to purchase an airconditioning unit for the house because of the burning
sensation she still experiences.
Reshma's mother wistfully recalls two weddings that have recently taken place in their neighbourhood.
"A year ago, she would have been the first one to convince us to buy new outfits, but this time she
refused to even attend," she says.
Beyond their physical scars, survivors of acid attacks often suffer from depression, insomnia, nightmares
and anxiety about another attack. Feelings of weakness and tiredness, along with difficulties
concentrating and memory loss are other side effects. Often, there is a fear of ridicule from the outside
world and a sense of shame and loneliness.
"Almost all acid attacks focus on the face. There's no return from the scars that result from that. A face
may not be critical to survival, but it is essential to social survival and that's what attackers prey on," says
gender violence researcher Nishita Jha.
Yet psychological counselling for the trauma and depression faced by survivors factors is low on the list
of priorities, for the government as well as for NGOs. While informal survivor support groups have
sprung up in the past, for many there is little respite from their private hells.
Daulat Khan and Saira Bani: 'It felt like someone had stripped off my skin and sprinkled chili
powder inside'

[Karen Dias/Al Jazeera]
The aroma of frying fish fills Daulat Khan's oneroom home in Bandra, Mumbai. It is Saturday lunchtime
and she is preparing food for her four children, and her visiting sister Saira Bani, and her fiveyearold
daughter, Alima Begh. Their sister Reshma couldn't make it but her daughter is staying with them for a
few days. Missing from this family meal is any sign of their fourth sister  the only indicator of her
existence indelibly marked on their skin.
On October 4, 2010, Najma Jagirdar invited Daulat to her home to call a truce on a disagreement that
had been brewing for months. Their mother's property had just been sold and their sister wanted an
extra Rs 50,000 ($808) from the proceeds. Wary of their oldest sister, who had a history of behaving
violently, the three sisters decided to go together. But after enjoying a homecooked meal together, the
trio began to think they'd judged their sister too harshly.
Then, they say, their sister and her husband Iqbal whipped out a bottle of acid and splashed it on them.
Just a year old at the time, Alima, who was sleeping in her mother's lap, was also injured.
"At first we thought it was just cold water, thrown as a silly game," remembers Saira. "But then the ice
cold liquid became unbearably hot. It felt like someone had stripped off my skin and sprinkled chili
powder inside."
Daulat recalls a sense of complete confusion; the room was full of smoke and the sisters were unable to
comprehend what had just happened.
While the involvement of a female attacker made this a rare case, the aftermath has followed a more
familiar path. Their sister spent three months in jail before being released on bail. Her husband wasn't
imprisoned. The trial is still ongoing.
Daulat says the family had faced a long history of abuse from their sister and her husband, even before
the attack. She says the latter had repeatedly threatened her with dire consequences for refusing to
marry him, after her first husband abandoned her. The sisters claim they have also received threats
since the attack. They've filed 11 complaints with the police over the years.
While engaged in a protracted and muddled legal struggle, the sisters' main concern is money. Shorn of
their savings by the cost of their treatments, they also now struggle to find employment. After two years
of being unable to leave the house, Daulat has been looking for jobs since. While she used to work as a
makeup artist in malls and for television shows before the attack, she now barely earns Rs 8,000 ($130)
a month cooking in people's houses. With an additional Rs 3,000 ($48) a month donated from a

charitable trust, Daulat struggles to run a household of five people. The irony of her name isn't lost on
her  Daulat means wealth in Hindi.
Scoffing at the idea of reentering the makeup industry, she says: "Who will hire me to make others look
beautiful when I'm so scarred myself. I can't even apply makeup on my own skin, let alone anybody
else."
"Gainful employment is the most crucial step of the rehabilitation process," explains Dr Ashok Gupta. "It's
a not just a means of becoming selfsufficient, but also of regaining confidence." Advocating for job
reservations for acid attack survivors in the government sector, he states that the odds are too heavily
stacked against them finding employment elsewhere, especially considering the high rates of blindness
in the aftermath of an attack.
While Daulat and Saira have retained most of their vision, the job market hasn't exactly been welcoming.
Daulat has had many doors slammed in her face while looking for domestic work. Employers are
impatient with court appointments that require a day's absence from work. She explains how the heat
from kitchen stoves aggravates her burned skin. "They obviously don't appreciate it if I'm scratching at
my wounds while cooking. I try my best to hold off on touching my skin for as long as I can bear it," she
says.
While Daulat rarely leaves her neighbourhood other than to make court visits, Saira endures
discrimination while commuting on the local train. A few weeks ago, a woman seated next to her told her
to use the compartment reserved for disabled passengers, saying she didn't want to catch whatever
disease Saira was carrying.
"I told her she's the one with a disease, not me. [Our sister] used to try and tell us what to do as well.
She said we were too vain and thought too highly of ourselves in our Western clothes. I know that's why
she chose acid to hurt us. Yet I refuse to stop living my life," she says.
Outside the house, Alima plays with a brightlycoloured bucket, oblivious to the scars she bears  just
another victim of this corrosive form of violence.
This article first appeared in the February 2015 issue of the Al Jazeera Magazine.
Source: Al Jazeera

The House on Mango Street: An Illustration of Machismo

By Sandra Cisneros

The concept of Machismo in Sandra Cisneros’s The House on Mango Street is evident. There are so
many instances in which Sandra Cisneros alludes to how women are constantly subjugated under the
male domineering foot. The woman’s submission to the man—father, brother, lover and the like—is not
always a choice. The choice of submitting these accounts into her story exemplifies the statement that
Cisneros wanted to make about the female presence in lowincome, urban neighborhoods. The women
and girls in the various stories in The House on Mango Street show that they are not in control of the
situations they are in, and once they try to take control they ultimately lose it at the hands of the
dominant male figure in their lives.
There are many examples of differing and various types of Machismo exemplified in Cisneros’ book. The
collection of related short stories offers a brief, yet very in depth view into Hispanic gender culture and
social communication. Topics of such male dominant situations include distinctions between men and
women, reproduction, manipulation, violence—via quasirape and physical abuse—male dependence,
and intrafamilial relationships. Some of these topics overlap within each other and spill into one another,
but the most evident concept portrayed within this Machismo in The House on Mango Street is the
submissive female presence. This feminine presence constitutes about the whole book in which
Cisneros obviously opted for a female protagonist and thus opted for a feminine social structure.
Selected chapters in The House on Mango Street portray these female interactions with one another
and also with the male dominant figures in these women’s lives. The dialogues between these women
and girls show their connections with one another, but also their separation. The separation occurs most
evidently because of the male need for control. The female social spheres in this book are a sortof venn
diagram. In the case of The House on Mango Street, there are two women—each makes up a circle in
the diagram—and when united, a male figure appears. This diagram does not suggest that the women
have the same husband, father, or lover. The diagram suggests the separation between the two women
in their social spheres. The men intrude in their social lives—women are more likely to have friends that
are women (at least in Hispanic culture)—which allows them to control their basic social needs to

communicate.
The intrusion of the male presence in the female social spheres allows the man to control the women’s
need to communicate. Since the separation cuts off the ties between women, they are not allowed to
share their thoughts with anyone other than the dominant male figure. They are confined to their
personal social sphere in which they have to cope with their troubles by themselves. The male figures
want dominance; consequently the women’s thoughts are dominated by the man.

Women in a male dominated society

“Boys and Girls”: Distinctions between the Sexes
Esperanza makes sure the distinction is made between female and male sexes. “The boys and the girls
live in separate worlds (8)” starts off the chapter with the acknowledgement of being different. She says
that they can say whatever they want to them in the house, but once the boys are outside of the home
they need to keep up appearances. Talking to their sisters is not in their best interest as exemplified by
“But outside they can’t be seen talking to girls” (8).
What are at stake are the boys’ reputations. They cannot be seen talking to the girls because then they
lose their status with their friends and their social spheres are intruded. This cannot happen in a male
dominated society—the woman should never interfere with male social spheres—but men can easily
intrude into the female social sphere. This type of male privilege is clear in The House on Mango Street
and it is made clearer with Esperanza’s distinction between boys and girls.
“There Was an Old Woman Who Had So Many Kids She Didn’t Know What to Do”: Reproduction
and Responsibility
One of the earlier instances in which Cisneros alludes to the absence of a male figure still influencing the
woman’s life is when she talks about the Vargas’s. Mother Vargas has so many children and Esperanza
shares the sentiment that “It’s not her fault you know, except she is their mother and only one against so
many” (29) which alludes to the absence of the father. The father did not bear the responsibility in the
relationship. Mother Vargas “…cries every day for the man who left without even leaving a dollar for
bologna or a note explaining how come” (29) which shows just how much power the man has in a
woman’s life.
The father left without any indication why he was so unhappy (probably from having some many

children) and thus the mother had no choice but to stay with the children. Since she had so many
children she could not keep full attention on each of them. “No wonder why everybody gave up” (30) are
Esperanza’s later sentiments which tries to justify slightly Mother Vargas’s negligence—her inadvertent
negligence. She has so many kids that after a while it is hard to keep track of them all and they will
inevitably chip a buck tooth, get their heads stuck between two slats in the back gate, and drop out of
the sky like a sugar donut.
“Sire”: Manipulation?
Sire at first glance seems like a very neutral character in terms of male dominance. But from the
description given by Esperanza’s father “He is a punk” (73) it seems likely that he will slip into the male
dominant category. Esperanza notes that she sometimes hears them laugh, sees them hold hands, and
watches them as he stops to tie her shoes. This is not very typical from the male characters in The
House on Mango Street.
One of the more ambiguous parts of the chapter involves Esperanza’s mother saying, “…those kinds of
girls, those girls are the ones that go into alleys…Where does he take her?” (73). This references Sire’s
character of which the reader is left to decide whether he is like the rest of the male characters in The
House on Mango Street. Although he seems like he treats Lois decently is there some devious
manipulation going on within this relationship? This is a very cynical view of Sire’s character, but
considering most of the male figures in Cisneros’ book as being dominant this speculative perspective
might serve as a model. The men that are sweet leave without a trace as to why and the women are left
with heartbreak and children. The men in this book show the suffering of women at the hands of male
actions and presence.

“Minerva Writes Poems”: Feedback Loop—Machista Vengeance
The point of focus in this chapter is after Esperanza recounts how miserable Minerva’s life is after
getting married and having children at such a young age. The point of focus is on Minerva’s act to
change her situation where “she is through and lets him know enough is enough” (85). She attempts to
better her situation by removing one of the problems in her life: her fleeting and fleeing husband.
The point of departure here is whether the women in The House on Mango Street are willing to fully
change their circumstances. In this case, some women do attempt to change their lives by eliminating

the male figures in their lives that oppress them. This tactic though is not successful since the women
depend on the men and the men sometimes comeback with a vengeance—disrespect equals disrespect
—disrespect equals disrespect, an eye for an eye. In Minerva’s case it is noted, “Then he is sorry and
she opens the door again. Same story…Next week she comes over black and blue and asks what can
she do?” (73) and she is back in the same state (more bruised) she was in before. She reconciles with
her husband for only a quick second until he disrespects her—her attempts to rid herself of negativity in
her life caused her more negativity. This sort of loop is caused by the Machista pride in which men take
vengeance on those who defy their masculinity. Minerva evicted her husband, they claimed peace, and
then Minerva is beaten.
“A smart Cookie”: Male Dependence
Esperanza’s accounts of her mother in this chapter show how much potential her mother had if she
followed her passions. The realization “I could have been somebody, you know? My mother says and
sighs” (90) indicates that the mother did not have plans to become dependent upon her husband.
Esperanza’s mother says “That Madame Butterfly was a fool…Look at my comadres. She mean Izaura
whose husband left and Yolanda whose husband is dead” (91) to show how depending on a man is
about the most foolish thing a woman can do when she has potential—when she is a smart cookie.
The mention of these women shows that in The House on Mango Street the women are very dependent
on their husbands to survive. Once the male figure leaves, dies, is incarcerated, or in general absent,
the woman suffers because she was not the one providing for her family. The man is the one who goes
to work and the woman stays in the house and looks after the children and cooks dinner and runs
errands. Cisneros notes that they submit to the gender roles that society perceives as the norm—male
dependence is the norm.
“What Sally Said”: Intrafamilial Relationships
Sally’s relationship with her father is the classic model for intrafamilial abuse caused by Machista
ideology. Sally says, “He never hits me hard” (92) which is her denial to suppress feelings and denial of
anything being wrong. The pressure of saying that something is wrong disables her from talking about
the truth of the situation. In this case the situation in which “her skin is always scarred” and why she
“doesn’t tell about the time he hit her with his hands just like a dog, like if I was an animal” (92) is one of
extreme intrafamilial abuse. A period in which he abusive relationship with her father is heightened is
when “…he just forgot he was her father between the buckle and the belt” (93) and thus exemplifies his
dominance over her body.
This fatherdaughter relationship in The House on Mango Street further shows the Machista ideology
that is practiced within the neighborhood (with Esperanza’s father as an exception because he is not
domineering and has a rather detached presence in the family since he works so much). The female
presence in Sally’s intrafamilial relationship is submissive and resorts to denying the fact that there is
something wrong so that she can ameliorate her condition—she would further worsen her condition with
her father if she reported a problem. The male dominant figure in this situation sees women as a

property and not as people. The fact that Sally’s father hit her as if she were a dog, an animal, shows
that he thinks of her as less than a person. He views her as property, a possession. Her father does not
want another male presence to interfere with his possession, and in the end he takes out his frustrations
of this male intrusion on his daughter. Male dominance includes male dominance of female bodies.
“Red Clowns”: QuasiRape—Taking Advantage
Esperanza is disturbed by an event where she is almost rapped—a circumstance of quasirape. Her
insistent anger and frustration towards Sally who said she would be waiting by the red clowns and never
showed up are frustrations towards the boys who forced themselves into her social sphere. The
intrusion of a female sphere into multiple male spheres gives rise to the situation of rape. “What he did.
Where he touched me. I didn’t want it Sally” (99) are Esperanza’s words to Sally to clearly state that
there was no consent to what the boys did to her. Whether or not she was raped is not clear, but a case
can be made for quasirape considering that they left in a hurry and she never explicitly stated what
happened to her.
This idea of a female social sphere intruding (unintended) multiple male social spheres is one in which
rape, quasirape, and abuse take place. Since there are more men than women the men take
advantage of an opportunity in which they can easily overpower the female presence. There is hardly
any struggle since the male dominance is so apparent in numbers. In The House on Mango Street this is
the only clear instance that something happened to Esperanza where the male figures forced
themselves into her female social sphere (metaphorical, not literal). This concept of men taking
advantage—a clear male dominance—shows the evident Machismo in Cisneros text.
“Linoleum Roses”: Marital Relationships
Lastly, Sally finally gets married and is at least somewhat complacent in her new situation “…because
now she gets to buy her own things when her husband gives her money” (101). The downside, though,
is that she is basically placed under house arrest by her new husband. “She sits at home because she is
too afraid to go outside without his permission” (102) exemplifies how the male dominance is so strong
that she is restricted in what she can and cannot do.
This is a consideration in the concept of the seclusion of the female sphere from the collective pool
social spheres. The man operates the sphere’s range and confines it to an inaccessible location. This
again represents the perception of the female body as territory—his territory is in his property so to
speak—where the man claims all of his property, living and nonliving alike. This is especially true via
marriage because the man has claimed the female body as his own and thus aggregates it to his
property: his home, his car, his dog, his wife. Like in intrafamilial circumstances, women in a male
dominated family environment are prone to constant abuse and disrespect by them very men that live in
the same home as them—the constant and unremitting perception of male dominance is evidently in the
home more than anywhere else in The House on Mango Street.
The subjugation of the female is a concept heavily reiterated in The House on Mango Street via many of

the concept’s avenues. The small gestures that nod to the disparities between the sexes are apparent
and the larger examples portray this world in a Machista context. The man rules the female—her body,
mind, will, and communication. The various different ways in which men do this in Cisneros’s text
indicates that these are problems that are present even today, especially in lowincome, urban
neighborhoods. The constructs of female and male social spheres and the different contexts in which
male dominance occur are just as problematic in The House on Mango Street as they are in reality.
The House on Mango Street is a model for reality because it takes up truths to the inequality of women
in Machista constructed societies. This inequality thus perpetuates the stereotypes of women portrayed
as domestic and as property. Equality of the sexes cannot stem from an environment such as Mango
Street, and since it is a model for urban, lowincome communities it needs to be addressed. The House
on Mango Street addresses these issues without explicitly stating that there needs to be equality—the
story is organic and the reader understands that these abuses against women are reviling. Cisneros
offers up a model of reality to explain the current and past situations of social norms and why they are
biased towards the male species. Other literature can give an audience both sides of the story, but
predominantly male domination has occurred since the beginning. Women stayed at home while the
men provided. Cisneros knew this and thus wanted to shed light on why it is still prevalent in today’s
society so that the audience can understand what it is like to live in a male dominated world and how it
affects the women living in it.
What do you think? Leave a comment.

JayZ’s not the only one who needs to be nervous about
Beyonce
I never like it when entertainers go all political.The cynic in me believes it’s rarely done for genuine
reasons but for strictly commercial ones.Whether it’s Oscarwinners preaching from the Academy
Awards pulpit or Madonna seizing the bestlooking babies from African orphanages, it always looks and
sounds like they’re using a ‘good cause’ as a fashion accessory.Which brings me to Beyoncé and her
new ‘visualalbum’, Lemonade.

+5
Beyonce released her new visualalbum Lemonade, pictured above, over the weekend  and my
admiration for her talent is immense. I once spent a delightful day with her in London
HBO releases trailer for Beyonce project Lemonade
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TextNow, I bow to no man nor woman when it comes to my admiration for this lady.I once spent a
delightful day with her in London for CNN and she was bright, warm, funny, sharp and incredibly

impressive.We chatted, had tea and scones, and finally went to the famous department store Harrods to
buy a copy of her new album.There, word quickly spread and several thousand people raced down to to
form a frenzied throng desperate to get close to their idol.Things grew steadily more intense, physical
and scary until eventually I witnessed her chief bodyguard – a giant of a man – actually punch a
paparazzi straight on the head, knocking him to the floor.That was real superstar fame, on a scale few
wellknown people will ever experience.Beyoncé’s overexcited audience that day pretty much typified
what I suspect her normal audience looks like: black, white, asian, hispanic, young, old, male, female,
Jewish, Muslim, Christian.In other words, a multicultural, age, gender and religion irrelevant
demographic.She’s a global brand, one of the best in the business, and has generally steered studiously
clear of saying or doing anything too contentious which might polarise that audience – preferring to
entertain for the sake of entertaining.But just lately, Beyonce’s been adding a far more serious, deeply
political and racefuelled tone to her work.

+5
But lately her work is taking a more political tone. Her Super Bowl halftime performance of Formation
was a tribute to the militant activist group the Black Panthers
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In February of this year, she dropped the song “Formation” which contained references to the activist
movement Black Lives Matter.A video accompanying it included Beyoncé strewn across a sinking police
car in a withering throwback to police mistreatment of the black community in New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina.Other scenes showed a wall bearing the graffiti “Stop Shooting Us” and a young black
boy dancing in a hoodie in front of a line of policemen.It was seen, understandably, as an attack on U.S.
police.The next day, Beyoncé sang Formation during the halftime Superbowl show and stepped up the
policehating theme with a tribute to the militant activist group, Black Panthers.Her backup dancers had
Panthersstyle afro hairstyles and black berets, formed an X on the pitch and punched the air in the style
of the famous black power salute.Beyoncé herself wore black leather and a bandolier of bullets.To say
this was a provocative statement is putting it mildly.The Black Panthers, set up as a group who would
protect black Americans from police brutality, became infamous for their own brutality, especially against
police, and widespread criminal and murderous membership within their ranks.Beyonce’s tribute to them
was branded ‘disgraceful and outrageous’ by former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, incensed that she
had ‘used the platform of the Superbowl to attack the police.’Now, just two months later, she has
released her full album Lemonade.

+5
The headlines about the new album focused on lyrics that seem to portray her husband  seen here with
her two years ago  as a cheater  but the political tones are more striking

Many of the instant headlines attached to it focus on her apparent calling out of husband JayZ as a love
cheat.But I was far more drawn to the politicallycharged content in much of the rest of it.There’s a clip of
Malcolm X, the radical and controversial black separatist who opposed Dr Martin Luther King’s creed of
nonviolence, saying: ‘The most disrespected person in America is the black woman.’Another shows two
grieving mothers appearing on camera.The first is Lesley McSpadden, filmed crying as she holds a
photo of her late son Mike Brown who was shot dead by a police officer in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014 –
an incident which sparked huge protests.The second is Sybrina Fulton, whose 17yearold son Trayvon
Martin was killed in Florida by a local vigilante George Zimmerman in a case that sparked national
outrage in 2012.

+5
Her new video includes clips of grieving mothers holding photos of their dead sons  including this shot
of Mike Brown's mother Lesley McSpadden
I have huge personal sympathy for both women and there is no doubt that AfricanAmericans have been
treated appallingly by certain rogue elements within the country’s police forces.But I felt very uneasy
watching these women being used in this way to sell an album. It smacks of shameless exploitation.My
mind went back to my CNN interview with Beyoncé and the moment when we discussed her live
performance at President Barack Obama’s first inauguration ball in 2008.‘Did you experience racism as
you grew up?’ I asked.

+5
The new Beyonce seems to be exploiting mothers of dead to sell albums and to be putting political
activism ahead of being an entertainer
‘A bit, but I feel like with my career I’ve now broken barriers. I don’t think people think about my race. I
think they look at me as an entertainer and a musician and I’m very happy about that because that’s
how I look at people. It’s not about color and race, and I’m happy that’s changing.’‘At the time of the
inauguration,’ I said, ‘the most powerful man in the world was AfricanAmerican, Oprah was the biggest
TV star, you were the biggest singing star and Tiger Woods was No1 golfer. That would have been
unthinkable 30 years ago.’‘Exactly,’ she replied. ‘The sea change came through personal achievement
as much as anything else.’‘Absolutely. I’m proud of that and I’m just praying that we continue to grow
and people continue to see the right things in people.’That interview took place five years ago.Beyoncé
then was unrecognisable from the militant activist we see now. Then, she was at pains to be seen as an
entertainer and musician and not as a black woman who sings.Now, it seems to be the complete
opposite.The new Beyoncé wants to be seen as a black woman political activist first and foremost,

entertainer and musician second.I still think she’s a wonderful singer and performer, and some of the
music on Lemonade is fantastic.But I have to be honest, I preferred the old Beyoncé.The less
inflammatory, agitating one.The one who didn’t use grieving mothers to shift records and further fill her
already massively enriched purse.The one who didn’t play the race card so deliberately and to my mind,
unnecessarily.The one who wanted to be judged on her stupendous talent not her skin color, and
wanted us all to do the same.
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Piers Morgan likes Lemonade, but he’s not sure about Beyoncé anymore. The singer’s sixth record and second visualalbum has been described as
“a powerful, ambitious statement” by Rolling Stone, a “masterwork” by The Hollywood Reporter—and the efforts of a “black woman political
activist…playing the race card” by Piers Morgan. In his Daily Mail column, Morgan calls Lemonade musically “fantastic,” but takes issue with the
lately “deeply political and racefueled tone” in Beyoncé’s work. He opposes the references by an artist he once admired now made to Malcolm X,
Hurricane Katrina and policy brutality. After all, why would Beyoncé write something that touches upon black issues when her function is, as
Morgan sees it, to “entertain for the sake of entertaining”?
There’s a chance Piers Morgan doesn’t ever really mean what he says; that he’s not a particularly talented journalist, and is fully aware that creating
controversy is the only way he’s going to generate careersustaining hits (you probably already reached this conclusion some time ago). Whether
his rudeness is accidental or not, it doesn’t stop his articles from being insulting, and as offensive as you might find Morgan’s latest piece, it’s
actually probably worse than you think. When Morgan writes, “I preferred the old Beyoncé,” it sounds not just like he means the black woman who
used to know her place, performing for the masses without allowing her perspective as a black woman to encroach upon the music—it also reads
like he means the superstar who until now didn’t use her platform to rock the status quo.
Of course culturally, Beyoncé—so famous her worldrecognized moniker shrunk from ‘Beyoncé Knowles formerly of Destiny’s Child’ to ‘Beyoncé’ to
simply ‘Bey’ in no time at all—has been making an impact for years, creating sonic megahits and starring in what some consider to be one of the
best videos of all time. But Beyoncé didn’t really start making waves politically until this year, beginning with her Super Bowl 50 performance of
the single Formation in February, which saw her backed by an army of dancers dressed in Black Panther uniforms. Now Lemonade, which includes
nods to Trayvon Martin and the Black Lives Matter movement, confirms what the Super Bowl show hinted at: that Bey is back with a message.
Not everyone is a fan. The Formation performance provoked the ire of the police, Fox News, and Morgan himself, and the fact that Beyoncé has
deepened her political statement on Lemonade has only incensed the latter further. Beyoncé is in 2016 using her music to speak up for and offer
strength to the black community, in particular black women. It’s hardly surprising that Fox News would be troubled by this, and it’s not so
shocking that Morgan, an oftmisguided sort who can’t seem to wrap his head around the concept of white privilege (see his piece from last year on
Nicki Minaj and Black Twitter), is also expressing unease. Morgan’s opposition to New Bey, though, doesn’t stem merely from a place of casual,
knowyourrole racism. (Such casual racial superiority is surprisingly alive and well among the British higher classes, like a colonial hangover that
just won’t disappear. Only last week, Boris Johnson wrote that Barack Obama had an “ancestral dislike of the British Empire” because he’s “part
Kenyan.” Johnson’s likely our next Prime Minister, just FYI.)

The Daily Mail, aka Britain’s New York Post, which published Morgan’s column, is notorious for vaunting stars only to turn on them when they use
their celebrity to draw public attention to realworld problems. The Mail considered Benedict Cumberbatch and Emma Thompson to be national
treasures until they began arguing in favor respectively of the European Union and sheltering refugees, both of which the Mail generally opposes.
Russell Brand, meanwhile, was a source of constant tabloid fascination back when he was just a randy comedian with gigantic hair. Then, when he
transformed himself into a political commentator and activist, the press on both sides of the Atlantic declared war, with the UK’s largest newspaper
The Sun and the US’s largest cable news network Fox News (both owned by Rupert Murdoch, incidentally) lining up to take him out.
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The idea—Morgan’s idea, and the industryatlarge’s idea—is that a celebrity must know their place, that they should be prepared for criticism if
they’re to ever shift just an inch. Unfortunately for those stars who the media consider theirs to build up or knock down, celebs are also human
beings that sometimes happen to have opinions of their own; they are artists who occasionally use their art to express personal political concerns.
Morgan, the Mail, the Murdoch press and the like believe that this isn’t permitted. They would prefer Beyoncé’s most recent work was more gossip
and less about black and female issues. After all, entertainers are for entertaining, while it’s the journalist’s job to inform and empower the citizen.
Right?
To Morgan, Beyoncé was better when she kept her mouth shut. He preferred her “studiously clear of saying or doing anything too contentious,” and
not stepping out of line by going “all political” (evidence of a brilliant journalistic mind in every word). To Morgan, it’s the stars who politely take
tea with him in Harrods and speak only of trivial things that deserve reverential treatment, while it should be left up to him and his fellow journos
to provide the social and political commentary. But really, why should any celeb who does speak out be demonized for using their fame to raise
some crucial awareness? God knows that Piers Morgan and his rightwing media companions haven’t been too successful at addressing the matter
of racial tension in the US, so maybe it’s not so bad that the likes of Beyoncé are doing the job for them.
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